CHAPTER 1
PATIENT ASSESSMENT

INTRODUCTION:

 An appropriate preoperative patient assessment is a critical component
of an Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery practice.
 The proper method of obtaining and documenting a patient’s medical
history and physical examination findings, as well as appropriate
diagnostic tests (laboratory and radiographic), is essential to
ascertaining an accurate diagnosis and differential diagnosis and
developing an effective treatment plan algorithm.
 It is difficult to overstress the importance of a good history and
thorough clinical examination for every patient. On this the diagnosis is
made and the treatment plan based.
 A full, clear written record of the original consultation is essential to
assess progress following treatment. Particularly is this true if a
colleague should be called to see the patient in the practitioner’s
absence. The medicoligal importance of accurate records cannot be
overemphasized.
 Diagnosis means “through knowledge” and entails acquisition of data
about the patient and their complaint using the sense:
1- Observing: appearance, behavior.
2- Hearing: history, speech.
3- Touching: introduction, temperature.
4- Sometimes smelling: malodor.
 The purpose of making diagnosis is to be able to offer the most:
1- Effective and safe treatment.
2- Accurate prognostication.
 Diagnosis is made by the clinician examination, which comprises the:
1- Extra-oral examination.
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2- Intra-oral examination.
3- Special investigations.
4- Writing a referral letter.
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1- HISTORY
At the first meeting it is important for the dentist to establish a
relationship with the patient and also his attitude to the clinical
situation.
He is seated comfortably and addressed by his name and correct title.
The general details of age, sex, marital status, occupation, and address
together with the names of his general medical and dental practitioner
are entered in the notes.
At this stage it should be possible to determine whether the patient is
anxious or relaxed.
The art of the good history lies in avoiding leading questions, in eliciting
all the essentials, in censoring verbosity and in arranging the facts in
their true order, so that the written records is short and logical.
Record the patient’s own responses rather than paraphrasing.
The history will cover:
1- The complaint
2- The history of the complaint
3- Past dental history
4- Social and family history
5- Medical history
The complaint:
 The patient’s chief complaint told in his own words. Records the
patient symptoms. If there are several symptoms make a list, but
with the principal problem first.
The history of the complaint:
 ‘When did the problem starts?’ Identify the duration of the
problem. Also remember to ask whether this is the first incidence
of the problem or the latest of a series of recurrences.
 This include remissions and the effects of any treatment
received. General symptoms such as fever, malaise, pyrexia, and
nausea are also noted.
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3- Past dental history:
 ‘Do you see your dentist regularly?’ this records how regularly
the patient attends/visits his dental care and the importance he
attaches to his teeth.
 Obtain a general picture of their treatment experience in the
administration of anesthetics, the fillings, and dentures,
extraction of the teeth and the control of bleeding.
4- Social and family history:
 ‘Just a few questions about yourself’. Occasionally this is of paramount
importance in the oral surgery. Hereditary diseases and anomalies such
as hemophilia and partial anodontia may be relevant in management of
the patient.
 Other factors such as patient’s occupation and social habits like
exercise, smoking and drinking. The home circumstances are important
when surgery is to be performed that is, whether the patient has far to
travel, lives alone or has someone to look after him.
 These factors may influence the decision to treat him as in-or –out
patient
5- Medical history:
 A summary in chronological order of the patient past illness. Details of
prolonged illness, or those requiring admission or current medication
are recorded. The surgeon should exert his critical faculty and write
down one those conditions that may affect the diagnosis or treatment.

2- EXTRA-ORAL EXAMINATION

 As the general rule, use your eyes first, then your hand to examine a
patient.
 This starts with a general inspection, and palpation of the face including
the mandible, maxillary bone, noticing the presence of any abnormality
such as asymmetry or paralysis of the facial muscles. The eyes, their
movements and pupil reactions, are together with any difficulty in
breathing. This process of observation will start while you are taking
the history.
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 Visual areas would cover:
1- General patient condition
2- Symmetry
3- Swellings
4- Lips/perioral tissues.
 Palpation would cover:
1- Lymph nodes
2- Temporomandibular joint
3- Salivary glands
4- Problem- specific examination.
 The Temporomandibular joint:
 With the dentist standing behind the patient, the site of the
condyles are identified by palpation whilst the patient opens and
closes their mouth.
 The joints are examined for tenderness and clicking or crepitus on
opening and closing. The range of opening and left and right lateral
excursion are checked, and abnormalities noted. The muscles of
mastication are palpated for tenderness.
 Maxillary Sinuses:
 In disease these may give rise to swelling, to tenderness and
redness over the check and canine fossa, to nasal discharge, and to
fistulae into the mouth, often through a tooth socket.
 Salivary Glands:
 As with the TMJ, examination of the salivary glands is only required
when the history suggests this is relevant.
 The Lips:
 These are inspected for the fissuring at the angle of the mouth, or
ulceration.
 Lymph nodes:
 The submental, submandibular, and internal jugular nodes being
the largest are of particular importance because these receive
lymph drainage from the oral cavity.
 The dentist should stands behind the patient, while he/she is
seated in an upright position. Use both hands (left hand for the left
side of the patient and right hand for the right hand of the patient).
 Enlarged submental and submental and submandibular nodes can
be felt with mandible and rolling the nodes outwards.
 The upper deep cervical group can be found by identifying the
anterior border of the sternomastoid muscles and rolling the skin
and subcutaneous tissues between fingers and thumb.
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With practice tenderness, consistency and degree of mobility will
be recognized.
3- INTRA-ORAL EXAMINATION
 The examination must include lips, cheeks, parotid gland orifices, buccal
gingivae, lingual gingivae and alveolar ridges in edentulous area, hard
palate, soft palate, dorsum of the tongue, ventral surface of the tongue,
floor of the mouth, submandibular gland orifices, and finally, the teeth.
 Different clinicians will have their own sequence of examination, but it
is the thoroughness of the examination that is important, not the order
in which the regions of the mouth are examined.
SPECIAL LESIONS
 This is the examination of the lesion for which the patient has sought
treatment.
 It may have been include in the general examination mentioned above,
but frequently there is a swelling, ulcer, fistula or other disease which
requires special attention, the details of which are best recorded under
one healing easily referred to throughout treatment.
 It is important in examining such pathological entities to determine
their:
1- Site
2- Size
3- Shape
4- Color
5- The character
6- And whether they are single or multiple.
 Tenderness, discharge and lymphatic involvement are also important.
 Swellings should be palpated to determine whether they are mobile or
fixed to the skin or to the underlying tissues. They may be either
fluctuant or solid.
 Solid swellings may be very hard (like bone) or firm (like contracted
muscle), soft (like fat).
 Where the lesion is fluid a thrill will be felt. This must be elicited in two
directions at right angles as muscle fluctuates in the longitudinal but not
the transverse plane.
 All pulsatile swellings must be checked to establish whether the
pulsation is true or transmitted from an underlying artery.
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4- SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS
 The history taken, and the examination of the patient having been
completed, the surgeon then consider his findings and makes a
differential or provisional diagnosis.
 In this he wishes to establish the disease process and relate it to the
tissue involved.
 It is a useful exercise for the inexperienced to consider in turn the chief
pathological categories rejecting those that do not fit the facts
ascertained.
SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS COMMONLY USED IN ORAL SURGERY
 Local dental investigations:
 Percussion of the teeth for apical tenderness.
 Vitality tests on the teeth:
1- Thermal
2- Electrical
 Radiography
 Diagnostic injections of local anesthetics solutions in facial pain.
 Photography as a comparative record.
 General investigations:
1- Temperature
2- Pule rate
3- Blood pressure
4- Respiratory rate
5- WRITING A REFERRAL LETTER
 However good your diagnostic abilities are and however skilled you are
as a clinician, there will come a time when you need to refer a patient
on to a colleague.
 The letter should be thorough, providing the second clinician with a
detailed history and the results of your examination.
 It is reprehensive to write a ‘Dear Sir, please second treat, yours
sincerely’. The referral letter must include:






Name, address, date of the birth of the patient.
Description of the patient’s problem/symptoms.
A history of the problem
The result of your examination
The result of any special tests you have performed.
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Your provisional diagnosis, if any.
The medical history
All relevant radiographs or investigations.
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CHAPTER 2
LOCAL ANESTHESIA
Introduction: Local anesthesia is the mainstay of modern dental practice with
patients always needs better and more painless dental
procedures. Although local anesthesia was introduced to the
dental profession more than one hundred years ago, todays
options for anesthesia specific sites in the mouth have become
more varied, with dental professionals having many more options
to ensure the comfort and safety of their patients.
 Today’s local anesthesia employs a cartridge, needle and syringe.
The syringe is reusable, while the cartridge and the needle are
disposable (single use).
 Because the estimated 300 million anesthesia cartridges are used
each year, it is critical to have a broad knowledge of the wide
variety of products available, correct technique for using them,
how to manage reactions or emerging situations.
 Dental auxiliaries have an important role in assuring the comfort
and safety of dental patients before and after administration of
local anesthesia to patients within a dental practice.
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Learning objectives
 Upon the completion of this chapter the dental professional
should be able to:
-

Briefly describe the historical background of local anesthesia for
use in dental practice.
Be familiar with the anatomy of the oral cavity and the methods
of administer local anesthesia.
Understand the importance of the patient’s medical history.
Understand the importance of recognizing medical complications
and emergencies.
List of different types of anesthesia and their usage.
Demonstrate proper loading and unloading of anesthesia syringe
Discuss the regulatory issues as they apply to local anesthesia.
HISTORY OF LOCAL ANESTHESIA

 For over a hundred years, local anesthesia has been used for
dental procedures. Although dentists first introduced anesthesia
to the world, it was a physician who used the first local anesthesia
for a dental procedure.
 Local anesthesia has been making life more comfortable for
dental patients since 1884, when William Halsted, MD, used the
local injection of cocaine to perform the first peripheral nerve
block.
 The most successful local anesthetic used in dentistry, procaine,
was introduced in 1994 by Alfred either. Today’s dental
professionals have many option to choose during world war 1, DR.
Harvey cook who had observed brass munitions cartridges,
created the first anesthesia cartridge for dentistry using brass
cartridges and pencil erasers as stoppers.
 About 40 years after the introduction of procaine, Dr. Neil’s
Jorgensen developed a procedure now known as intravenous
sedation. He used intravenous injection, which he called
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‘intravenous premedication’, to administer a combination of
pentobarbital, meperidine, and scopolamine.
Since 1955 his technique has been accepted as an adjunct to local
anesthesia, taught as early as 1945 in the Loma Linda Dental
School.
In 1984, a new local anesthesia, lidocaine was introduced by Nils
Lofgren of Astra pharmaceuticals. This has become the ‘gold
standard’ for local anesthetics in dentistry.
Fear and pain are two of the main factors in connection with
dental treatments. For ensuring a successful treatment, it is
important to avoid them as far as possible, in order to increase
the patient’s compliance and to reach a trusting relationship
between dentist and patient.
Local anesthesia creates the necessary conditions for dental
treatments free of pain.
DEFINITION OF LOCAL ANESTHESIA

 Local anesthesia can be defined as a loss of sensation in a
circumscribed area of the body caused by depression of excitation
in nerve endings or an inhibition of the conduction process in
peripheral nerves without inducing a loss of consciousness.
 An important feature of anesthesia is that it produces this loss of
sensation without inducing a loss of consciousness.
 On the other hand, the patient’s sustained ability to cooperate
during the intervention facilitates the dental treatment, and on
the other hand patients are usually able to leave the dental office
immediately after the completion of the treatment.
 Thanks to their major advantages compared to general anesthesia
and the comparatively low rate of complications, local anesthesia
is the most common type of anesthesia in dental practice.
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CRITERIA FOR LOCAL ANESTHESIA
 Thanks to state-of-the-art local anesthesia, local anesthesia has
reached a very high status.
 A safe and effective local anesthesia should offer the following
features;
1- Most have high intrinsic activity, which ensures complete
anesthesia for all dental treatments.
2- Most have a rapid onset.
3- Has an adequate duration, which should range between 30 and
60 minutes for standard dental treatments.
4- Most have low systemic toxicity.
5- Has no local irritation
6- Has a high efficacy-toxicity ratio.
7- A law overall incidence of serious adverse effects.
NEURONAL STRUCTURE AND PAIN PHYSIOLOGY
NEURONAL ANATOMY
 Local anesthesia provides pain control by preventing noxious
stimuli from reaching the central nervous system. The following
review of anatomy of the peripheral nervous system and the
neurophysiology will give you better understanding of the mode
of action, the special pharmacology properties and even the
clinical application of local anesthetic drugs.
 The peripheral nervous system conducts sensory information
concerning the internal state and external environmental of the
body to the central nervous system.
 It is also the primary medium for the efferent transmission from
the brain to various effector organs and tissues of the body.
 The neuron is the main fundamental unit of the peripheral
nervous system.
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THE NEURON
 The neuron is able to transmit signals between the central
nervous system and all part of the body. The neuron is classified I
the sensory (afferent) and motor (efferent) neurons.
 The Sensory neuron, which is able to transmit the sensation of
pain, is composed of the cell body, the axon and the dendritic
zone, the cell body is responsible for the metabolic support of the
cell and is not directly involved in nerve transmission.
 The dendritic zone is an arrangement of nerves endings
responsible to real or potential tissue damage. An appropriate
stimulus (e.g. injury) activates dendritic branches to depolarize
and initiate nerve conduction. Incoming signal are relayed from
the periphery to the central nervous system by the axon.

FIGURE 1 THE NEURON

NERVE FIBERS
 The axons of peripheral nerves are supported by a variety of
connective tissues an unmyelinated nerve fiber is surrounded by
a single wrapping the Schwann cell sheath.
 Groups of unmyelinated fibers share the same Schwann cell
sheath. The function organization of axon and Schwann cell is
called ‘nerve fiber’.
 The myelin sheath almost completely insulates the axon from the
outside. The myelin sheath surrounding a myelinated nerve fiber
12









(A and B fibers) is interrupted at regular intervals by constrictions
(nodes of Ranvier).
Only at the nodes of Ranvier, the myelinated axon has direct
contact to the extracellular space. Due to the insulating properties
of myelinated nerve is able to conduct impulses much faster than
an unmyelinated nerve of equal size.
Individual nerve fibers (axons) are surrounded and also separated
from each by the endoneurium. Groups of axon the fasciculi, are
enclosed in an additional connectional connective tissue sheath
called the perineurium.
Finally the number of axonal groups is encased in an external
connective tissue sheath; the epineurium. Epineurium,
perineurium and endoneurium are considered anatomical
barriers to the diffusion of local anesthetic agents.
The physio-chemical properties of individual compounds
themselves and physiological state of the local environment
surrounding the nerve fibers determine the role of diffusion and
ultimately the onset of analgesia.
PAIN PHYSIOLOGY

the international association for the study of pains widely used
definition states ‘pain is unpleasant sensory and emotional
experience associated with actual or potential tissue damage, or
described in terms of such damage.
THEORIES OF PAIN






several theoretical frameworks have been proposed to explain
the physiological basis of pain, although nine yet completely
accounts for all aspect of pain perception
Here are some of historical overview of the major contribution,
ideas and completing theories of pain from ancient civilization.
o Specification theory of pain
The specific theory was formulated by van fray in the year 1880,
which refers to the presence of devoted pathways for each soma
to suspensory modality.
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The fundamental tenet of the specificity theory is that each
modality has a specific receptor and associated sensory fiber that
is sensitive to specific stimulus.
o Pattern theory
J.P Nafe postulated a ‘quantitative theory of feeling’ (1929). This
theory ignored findings of specialized nerve endings and many of
the observations supporting that specificity theory of pain.
The theory stated that any somaesthetic sensation occurred by a
specific and particular pattern of neural firing and that the spatial
and temporal profile of firing of the peripheral nerves encoded
the type and intensity.
GATE CONTROL THEORY OF PAIN (MELZACK AND WALL 1965)

 Any tissue injury causes the release of chemical mediators of
inflammation which in turn sensitize the pain receptors
(nociceptors) to affects bradykinin.
 These nociceptors through the primary pain fibers relays this
information to dossal horn of the spinal cord, from where it is
transmitted through the secondary pain fibers to the trigeminal
nucleus and finally interpreted in the central gyros of cerebral
cortex
METHODS OF PAIN SUPPRESSION






Elimination of the cause.
Blockage of the impulses carrying pain.
Increasing threshold of the Pain
Suppressing pain reaction by cortical depression.
Applying psychosomatic methods.
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THE TRIGEMINAL NERVE
 Essentially, the following listed cerebral nerves are responsible for
the maxillofacial nerve supply:
o Trigeminal nerve (N.5)
o Facial nerve (N.7)
o Glossopharyngeal nerve (N. 9)
o Hypoglossal nerve (N.12)

FIGURE 2 TRIGEMINAL NERVE

 The trigeminal nerve is mixed nerve serving the skin of the face,
the hard and the soft tissue of the oral cavity, and the mucosal
linings of the most of the spaces of the head.
 It conveys the sensations of touch, pressure, pain and
temperature strain and movement of from masticatory
apparatus.
 It provides motor innervation to the muscle of mastication which
is derived from the first brachial arch.
 Trigeminal nerve is attached to the lateral aspect of pons, near
middle cerebellar peduncle.
COURSE
 Trigeminal nerve below tentorium cerebella over the apex of
petrous temporal bone, into middle cranial fossa (miff). The
trigeminal ganglion (sensory) is the small depression on the
temporal bone (mackles cave).
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DIVISION
 the trigeminal nerve divides into three branches:
1. ophthalmic (V1)
2. maxillary (V2)
3. mandibular (V3)
TYPE OF FIBERS
 The sensory fibers are presents in all three divisions of trigeminal
nerve; only the mandibular division (V2) contains motor fibers.
TRIGEMINAL GANGLION
 Trigeminal ganglion contains the cell bodies of all primary sensory
neurons in all three divisions of trigeminal nerve, except those
neurons carrying proprioceptive impulses.
 It is partially surrounded by cerebrospinal fluid, in an extension of
subarachnoid space below superior perusal sinus; the trigeminal
cave.
 The trigeminal nerve is the largest cranial nerve composed the
following
1- Small motor root
2- Large sensory root.
 Motor root supplies muscles of mastication and other muscle in
the area
 Sensory root has three branches and supplies;
1- Skin of entire face.
2- Mucosa membrane of cranial viscera and
3- Oral cavity except of pharynx and base of the tongue).
MOTOR ROOT
 Motor root arises separately from sensory root; originate in main
nucleus with pons and medulla oblongata.
 Its fibers (as small nerve root) travel anterior along with, but
separately the sensory root to the region of semilunar ganglion
/gasser ion ganglion.
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1- At the sensory ganglion, the motor root passes in a lateral
and inferior direction under the ganglion toward foramen
oval, through which it leaves middle cranial fossa along with
sensory root of the mandibular nerve.
2- Just after leaving the skull, the motor root unites with
sensory root of mandibular division to form a singular trunk.
3- Motor fibers of trigeminal nerve supply the following
muscles.
I.
Masticatory muscle le – temporalis, masseter, medical
pterygoid and lateral pterygoid.
II.
Mylohyoid.
III.
Anterior belly of digastric.
IV.
Tensor tympani
V. Tensor veil palatine.
SENSORY ROOT
 Sensory root fibers of trigeminal nerve comprises of the central
process of ganglion cells located in trigeminal ganglion (or
semilunar/ gastrin ganglion).
 There are two ganglion; one innervating each side of face.
 They are located in meekest cave on anterior surface of petrous
temporal region.
 Ganglion is flat and crescent shaped their convexities facing
anteriorly and downwards; they measure 1.0* 2.0 cm.
 Sensory root fibers enter the concave portion of each crescent
and the three sensory divisions of trigeminal nerve exist from the
convexity.
MAXILLARY DIVISION
 The maxillary nerve (v2) leaves the cranial cavity through the
forearm rotunda, reaching the fossa pterygopalatine underneath
where it shown the first branching into the palatine nerve,
posterior alveolar nerve, zygomatic nerve and anterior alveolar
nerves.
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 Being a strictly afferent nerve, the nerve maxillary nerve supplies
the exterior skin in the maxillary region, the mucous membranes
of posterior nasal cavity and palate, the gingiva and the maxillary
teeth.
MANDIBULAR DIVISION
 The mandibular nerve is the largest of the three divisions of the
trigeminal nerve. The nerve carries both sensory and motor fibers
and leaves the cranium via the foremen oval and divides into a
smaller anterior and a larger posterior root.
 The anterior, mainly motor group only contains one afferent
nerve, the buccal nerve.
 The posterior root of the mandibular nerve descends and
separate into three branches:
i.
the auriculotemporal nerve
ii.
The lingual nerve, and
iii.
The inferior alveolar nerve.
 The mandibular nerve and its branches supply the meatus
acoustics, the skin of the anterior temple and chin region, the
lower lip, the buccal gingiva mesial of the second premolar and
between the second premolar and the second molar.
NEUROPHYSIOLOGY
 Peripheral nerve fibers carry information to and from the central
nervous system in the form of electrical impulses. Known as action
potentials, these impulses propagate along the nerve fibers as
self-generating waves of membrane depolarization.
 The ability of neuron initiate and conduct action potentials is
based on in asymmetric distribution of ions across the nerve
membrane and on variations in permeability of the nerve
membrane to these ions.
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RESTING MEMBRANE POTENTIALS
 Impulsive transmission of nerve is due to changes of the electro
physiological condition at the nerve membrane. Between the
inside of the cell and the outside surface of the cell membrane,
there is an electrical difference of potential- the membrane or
resting potential (-50—70mv), which is due to an unequal ion
distribution inside the cell—high concentration of potassium ions
– and in the extracellular area- high concentration of sodium ions.
 The respective anions are mostly chloride. In the resting state, the
cell membrane of the nerve cell is large impermeable to ions.
MEMBRANE EXCITATION
Depolarization:
 Depolarization is the phase of action potential in which inside of
the muscle becomes positive and outside become negative, that
is, the polarized state (resting membrane potential) is abolished
resulting in depolarization.
Repolarization
 Repolarization is the phase of action potential in which the muscle
reverses back to the resting membrane potential. That is, within
the short time after depolarization the inside of muscle becomes
negative and outside becomes positive so, polarized state of the
muscle is re-established.
PHARMACOLOGY OF LOCAL ANESTHESIA
 What follows here is a brief synopsis of the pharmacology of local
anesthesia dentist should be familiar with sources that provide
more detailed information on this topic.
 Local anesthesia is included when propagation of action potential
is prevented, such that sensation cannot be transmitted from the
source of stimulation such as the tooth or the periodontium to the
brain.
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 Local anesthesia work by blocking the entry to sodium ions into
their channels, thereby preventing the transient increase in
permeability of the nerve membrane to sodium that is required
for an action potential to occur.
 Structurally, local anesthesia has specific fundamental features in
common. These include a lipophilic group, joined by an amide or
ester linkage to a carbon chain which, in turn, is joined to a
hydrophilic group.
 Local anesthetic is classified by this amide or ester linkage. All
local anesthesia available in dental cartridges now are articaine,
bupivacaine, mepivacaine and procaine, belong to the amide
class.
 The pro-type of the ester group is procaine (Novocaine) which is
no longer available in dental cartridge form. The topical
anesthesia benzocaine is an ester.
 The onset and duration of local anesthesia are influenced by
several factors are summarized below.
FACTORS AFFECTING ANESTHESIA AND DURATION OF
ACTION OF LOCAL ANESTHETICS
1- P.H of tissue
2- Pka of drug
3- Time of diffusion from needle tip to nerve
4- Time of diffusion away from nerve
5- Nerve morphology.
6- Concentration of drug
7- Lipid solubility of drug
 The most important factors affecting the onset are pH of the
tissue and the PKA of the drug. The pH may drop in sites of
injection, which causes onset to be delayed or even prevented
 Clinically, there are no significant difference in PKA among the
amides with the exception of bupivacaine, which has a slightly
higher PKA and hence a lower onset of action.
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 Proximity of the deposition of local anesthesia to the nerve can
also be a factor, which is why infiltration is associated with rapid
onset whereas the grow-gates block is relatively slow.
 Nerve morphology is a factor, in that the relatively thin pain fibers
are usually anesthesized readily.
 Within limits, higher concentration and greater lipid solubility
improve onset to a small degree.
 The duration of action depends on the length of time that the drug
can stay in the nerve to block the sodium channels. Local
anesthetics cause vasodilation which leads to rapid duration away
from the sites of action and the results in a very short duration of
action intraorally when these drugs are administered alone. This
diffusion can be reduced by the addition of a vasoconstrictor,
usually epinephrine.
 Bupivacaine is unique in that it provides long duration anesthesia
for soft tissue in both arches and pulp of mandibular teeth.
 The duration of action of local anesthesia is summarized below
 In general, blocks last longer than infiltrations, and soft-tissue
anesthesia last longer than pulpal anesthesia
 Biotransformation of amides occurs primarily in in the liver.
 Procaine is also metabolized in the plasma and kidney, and one of
its metabolism may lead to methemoglobinemia
 Esters are bio transformed by plasma cholinesterase, also known
as pseudo cholinesterase.
 Patients with genetic disorder pseudocholinesterase deficiency
can be expected to metabolized procaine at a much slower rate.
However, little clinical effect can be expected unless the doze was
very high.
 From the practical viewpoint, the dentist should be concerned
about alteration in biotransformation only in patients with severe
liver dysfunction
 Reduced hepatic function predisposes the patient to toxic effects
but, unlike the situation for systemically administered drugs,
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should not significantly increase the duration of action of locally
administered anesthetics.
In this context, it must be remembered that hepatic function does
not affect the duration of action of local anesthesia, which is
determined by redistribution and not biotransformation
Therefore, a patient with liver disease needs the standard amount
of local anesthetic at each site. However the total dose is a
concern. Therefore, when treating a patient with significant liver
disease, it is prudent to treat one quadrant at a time, thereby
minimizing total dose.
Use of an ester may not offer any advantage, because pseudo
cholinesterase is also synthesized in the liver.
With regard to efficacy, no studies have shown any significant
differences among agents. Therefore it is appropriate to ensure
that each of the 5 amides is equal efficacious.

Table Expected Duration of Action of Local Anesthesia
FORMULATION

DURATION OF ACTION

Maxillary infiltration Inferior
alveolar
Pulp
soft-tissue block
Pulp
soft tissue
Art Caine 4% with 60
90
epinephrine 1:100000 190
230
or 1:200000
Bupivacaine
0.5% 40
240
with
epinephrine 340
440
1:200000
Lidocaine 2% with 60
85
epinephrine 1:50000 170
190
or 1:200000
Mepivacaine 2% with 50
75
levonordefrin
180
185
1:200000
Mepivacaine 3% plain 25
90 40
165
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Procaine 4% with 40
epinephrine 1:200000 140
Procaine 4% plain
20
105

60
220
55
190

THREE SPECIAL DRUGS USED IN DENTAL ANESTHESIA
Bupivacaine (Marcaine)
-

-

Produce very long acting anesthetic effect to delay the postoperative pain from the surgery as long as possible.
0.5% solution with vasoconstrictor
Toxicity showed by the PKA is very basic
Onset time is longer than other drugs because most of the
radicals (about 80%) bind to sodium channel proteins
effectively.
Most toxic local anesthetic drug.

Prilocaine (citanest)
-

Identical PKA and some concentration with Lidocaine.
Almost same duration as Lidocaine.
Less toxic in higher doses than Lidocaine because small
vasodilatory activity.

Articaine (septocaine)
-

Newest local anesthesia drugs approved by FDA in 2000
Same PKA and toxicity as lidocaine, but its half-life is less than
about ¼ of lidocaine
Used with vasoconstrictor
Enter blood barrier smoothly
The drug is widely used in most nations today.

Excretion of Local Anesthetics
 Kidneys are major excretory organ for both local anesthetic
 Esters appear in very small concentrations in the urine; this is
because they are completely hydrolyzed in plasma.
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 Procaine (Novocaine) appears in the urine as 90% PABA and 2%
unchanged.
 10%of cocaine is found unchanged in the urine
 Patients undergoing dialysis are likely to be unable to extract the
unchanged portion of the esters or amides thus increasing
toxicity.
Vasoconstrictors
 Most of local anesthetic agents possess some degree of
vasodilating activity which increases their own uptake into blood
vessels. Particularly, perfused regions, this leads to a short
duration of local anesthesia effect, which is insufficient for much
intervention. Therefore, local anesthetic preparation often
contains a vasoconstrictor.
EFFECTS OF VASOCONSTRICTORS
 A decreased rate of absorption of the local anesthetic into the
cardiovascular system.
 A lower plasma level of local anesthesia, with lower risk of local
anesthetic toxicity.
 An increased duration of action and increased depth of
anesthesia.
 Decreased bleeding at the site of local anesthetic administration.
CATEGORIZATION OF VASOCONSTRICTORS
 Almost
exclusive,
catecholamine’sepinephrine
and
norepinephrine- are used as vasoconstrictors, but also Felypressin
– a synthetic analogue of polypeptide vasopressin.
Catecholamine
 Epinephrine and norepinephrine are sympathomimetic amines.
They are the body’s own natural agents produced in the adrenal
medulla and at the sympathoadrenal nerve ends and acting as
transmitter substances in the sympathetic nerve system.
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 Chemically, epinephrine and norepinephrine are catecholamine.
 Epinephrine is the most potent and efficient of the
vasoconstriction drug used in dental local anesthetic solution.
 Epinephrine as a salt is highly soluble in water. Sodium bisulfite is
added normally to epinephrine solution to delay this degradation.
 Epinephrine can be obtained from a synthetic as well as from the
natural resources
 It’s available in concentrations from 1:50, 000 to 1:20, 0000.
 Compared to epinephrine, the addition of norepinephrine as
vasoconstrictor bears significant disadvantages, as through
construction of the arteries it leads to a significant increase in
blood pressure.
 Local vasoconstriction is lower than with epinephrine, while rate
of side effect is nine times higher than that of epinephrine.
LOCAL EFFECTS
 Epinephrine and norepinephrine cause vasoconstriction by
stimulating the receptors located in the walls of the arteries. The
constriction of resistance arterioles and precapillary sphincters is
primarily responsible for limiting local blood flows in the injected
tissue.
 This leads to a strong hemostasis reaction in the field of operation.
 Furthermore, as vasoconstriction shows down the anesthetic
evacuation, more molecules remain at the site of action for a
longer period of time. This means improvement of the depth of
anesthesia as well as a prolonged duration.
SYSTEMIC EFFECTS
 The systemic impact of epinephrine, when added to local
anesthetics for dental applications, affects mainly the
cardiovascular system.
 The systemic effects of epinephrine depend on the dose.
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 While low doses make the blood pressure drop, higher doses lead
to a rise in (systolic) blood pressure and in an increased heart beat
frequency with higher contractility.
 The doses which may cause the systemic effects depend on the
patient conditions.
 Severe effects may occur in cardiovascular patients even with low
doses of epinephrine.
 In contrast to epinephrine, with norepinephrine the
sympathomimetic effects are most important.
 A general vasoconstriction causes an increased peripheral
resistance. Due to vigore flectory bradycardia, the increased
blood pressure is not accompanied by higher heart beat
frequency.
OTHER VASOCONSTRICTORS
 Felypressin is the most commonly used alternative
vasoconstriction.
 Felypressin is the direct stimulator of vascular smooth muscles
and has no direct effect on adrenergic nerve transmission and
myocardium.
 It’s appropriate for patient for whom the application of
catecholomines is contraindicated.
 Felypressin shows more antidiuretic and oxytocic activity.
 Thus, it is contraindicated during pregnancy.
 Felypressin is not very active in constricting arterioles and is not
nearly as effective as conventional vasoconstrictors.
 It is usually marketed in combination with 3% prilocaine.
COMPOSITION OF LOCAL ANESTHESIA
1- Local anesthesia
 Provided anesthesia, resist heat.
2- Sodium chloride:
 Produce isotonicity with body tissue.
3- Sterile water:
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Provides volume only
Vasopressor
increases safety, duration and depth of anesthetic
Sodium (Meta) bisulfate:
Antioxidant (preservative).
Methylparaben:
Bacteriostatic agent and antioxidant, fungi static
Only found in multi- dose drugs, ointments creams.
Remove due to single use and parable allergies.
THE ARMAMENTARIUM OF LOCAL ANESTHESIA


-

The armamentarium of local anesthesia include the following
The syringe.
The needle
The anesthetic cartridge
Additional items of equipments
THE SYRINGES USED IN DENTAL PRACTICE

1. NONDISPOSABLE:
a. Breech (side) and basal- loading, metallic, cartridge-type,
aspirating or non-aspirating.
b. As the above features but it is plastic
c. The same features with the above two but it is selfaspirating
d. Pressure syringe: used PDL or intraligamentary injection
techniques, especially in mandibular teeth (types: pistolgrip, pen-grip, and the usual syringe).
e. jet injector for needles injection

FIGURE 3 DENTAL NONDISPOSABLE SYRINGE
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2. SAFETY SYRINGE
 Aspirating is possible.
 Some brands come with an autoclavable plunge and disposable
self-contained injection unit.
 All dental safety syringe are made to be single use item
 Sliding the index and the middle finger forward against the front
collar of the guards makes the needle safe by sliding a protective
plastic sheath over the needle tip that locks into place.
 More expensive than reusable syringe unites.
 Large disadvantage rises when it comes to re-injecting
complication ensure due to the needle tips newly acquired safety
loping.

FIGURE 4 SAFETY SYRINGE

3. CCLAD (COMPUTER CONTROLLED LOCAL ANESTHESIA DELIVERY)
 Designed to improve ergonomics and precision of injecting
techniques
 Foot activated delivery of solution using fingertip precision
 Pen like grab offers increased tactile sensation.
4. THE WAND
 Flow rates of solution delivery are computer controlled and
remain consistent.
 Operator is able to focus the attention on the position of the
needle tip while the motor of the machine delivers local
anesthetic at a preprogrammed rate of flow.
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 50 dentists were injected with traditional syringes and the wand:
48 of 50 dentists preferred to be injected again themselves with
the wand due to a threefold decrease in the interpretation of
pain.
 The wand is less threatening to the patients visually
 Allows two rates of delivery
1. Slow :0.5 ml /minutes
2. Fast : 1.8 / minutes
 Releasing the foot rheo-stat will tell the machine to aspirate
automatically; the aspiration cycle is approximately 4.5 seconds
 Less painful PDL , palatal, attached gingiva injections

FIGURE 5 THE WAND

5. Disposable syringe

FIGURE 6 DISPOSABLE SYRINGE
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SYRINGE COMPONENTS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Needle adapter
Piston with harpoon
Syringe barrel
Finger grip
Thumb hang
ADA ATANDARDS FOR INJECTION SYRINGES

1- They must be durable, able to withstand repeated sterilization
without damage.
2- They should be capable of accepting a wide variety of cartridge
and needles from different manufactures and permit repeated
use.
3- They should be expensive, self-contained, lightweight and simple
to use work on hand.
4- Provide aspiration so blood can be seen through the glass
cartridges.
 The incidence of positive aspiration may be as high as 10% -15 %
in some injection techniques.
PROBLEMS THAT MAY BE ENCOUNTERED WITH THEIR USE
12345-

Leakage during injection
Broken cartridge
Bent harpoon
Disengagement of harpoon from the plunger during aspirating
Surface deposits
THE NEEDLE

 Gauge: the larger the gauge the smaller the internal diameter of
the needle.
- 25g red cap
- 27 g yellow cap
- 30g blue cap.
1- Longer needle: 32 mm – 40 mm for NB
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2- Shorter needle : 20 mm
3- Extra-short 15 mm for PDL.
COMPONENTS OF THE NEEDLE
12345-

bevel
shank (shaft)
hub
syringe adapter
syringe penetrating end

FIGURE 7 COMPONENTS OF DENTAL NEEDLE

Types:
 Disposable stainless steel
 No disposable platinum or iridium-platinum alloy.
PROBLEMS THAT MAY BE ENCOUNTERED WITH THEIR USE





pain on insertion
breaking
pain on withdrawal
injury to the patient or administrator
THE CARTRIDGE


12-

Components of dental cartridge:
The prefilled 1.8 ml dental cartridge consists of the following
cylindrical glass tube
aluminum cap
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3456-

plunger indented from rim of glass
silicon rubber plunger
neck
rubber diaphragm

FIGURE 8 DENTAL CARTRIDGE


12345-

Contents:
local anesthetic drug
vasopressor drug
preservative for the vasopressor
Sodium chloride (0.9%)
distilled water
PROBLEMS THAT MAY BE ENCOUNTERED WITH THEIR USE










bubble in the cartridge
extruded stopper
burning on injection
sticky stopper
corroded cap
rust on the cap
leakage during injection
broken cartridge
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ADDITIONAL ARMAMENTARIUM
12345-

topical antiseptic
topical anesthetic
applicator sticks
cotton gauge (5x5 cm)
hemostat ( artery forceps)
DENTAL ANESTHETIC TECHNIQUES

 local anesthesia is indicated for painful dental procedures
 it is the method of choice for producing anesthesia, since it offers
a lot of advantages which include the following:
- The patients remain and cooperate and may leave the office
unescorted.
- Under normal condition, the incidence of adverse reaction is
very low the percentage of failures is very small and no
additional trained personnel are necessary.
 The choice of administration technique has to consider the area
to be anesthetized, the profoundness of local anesthesia
required, duration of local anesthesia, pressure of infection, age
and condition of the patient and the hemostatic required during
treatment.
 In dental local anesthesia, we distinguish between the following
techniques:
- Topical anesthesia
- Infiltration (supraperiosteal) anesthesia.
- Nerve block anesthesia.
- Periodontal ligament injection
TOPICAL ANESTHESIA
 A topical anesthetic is a local anesthetic that is used to numb the
surface of the body.
 The technique is useful for the variety of the procedures and
condition in which only a superficial anesthesia is required
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including pain relief from the dental procedure (e.g. needle
insertion, orthodontic band placement and gingival curettage)
 Only substance sufficient diffusing in the mucosa e.g. lidocaine or
tetracaine- are suitable for topical anesthesia

FIGURE 9 TOPICAL ANESTHESIA

 Topical anesthesia is supplied inform of:
- Creams
- Ointments
- Aerosols
- Lotions and
- Jellies

FIGURE 10 TYPES OF TOPICAL ANESTHESIA
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INFILTRATION (SUPRAPERIOSTEAL) ANESTHESIA
 Local infiltration analgesia is an analgesic technique that has been
used to anesthetize an area with a large volume dilute solution of
a long-acting local anesthetic agent.
 The local anesthetic is always injected into the sub mucosa or
supraperiosteal in the adjacent of the bone surface
 The local anesthetic is distributed in soft tissue and adjacent
bones and become active at the terminal nerve ends
 The normal onset of local infiltration is after or about 3 minute
time.
 Local infiltration technique is suitable for soft tissue anesthesia
and intervention in the areas of maxillary teeth and mandibular
incisors and premolars where the thin bone lamella allows
diffusion of local anesthesia
 One advantage of infiltration anesthesia is completely atraumatic.
 Its disadvantage is increasing the risk of systemic and local
complications due to multiple needle insertions, which may lead
to administration of larger volumes of local anesthetic solutions.
NERVE BLOCK ANESTHESIA
 For nerve block anesthesia, the local anesthetic solution is
deposed within close proximity to a nerve trunk, ensuring the
local anesthesia within the supply area of this nerve distal to the
injection site.
 This technique is used for local anesthesia of the inferior alveolar
nerve the lingual nerve, the long buccal nerve, greater palatine
nerve, and nasopalatine nerve.
 It is indicated in cases, where there is no sufficient depth of
anesthesia is reached with the infiltration technique.
 It advantages are complete local anesthesia, long duration of
action and comparatively low close.
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 The disadvantages are increased risk of traumatization of the
nerve trunk and an accidental intravascular injection of local
anesthesia solution.
PERIODONTAL LIGAMENTS ANESTHESIA
 Provides pupil and soft-tissue anesthesia in a localized area (one
tooth) of the mandible without producing extensive soft tissue
anesthesia.
 It serves as alternative to mandibular nerve block.
 Local anesthetic is diffused apically and into the marrow spaces
around the teeth.
 The solution is not forced apically through the periodontal tissue
because of the increased hydrostatic pressure being exerted in a
confused space. This could cause avulsion of a tooth.
 Special system injection is required for controlling the fluid
pressure necessary for injection. A total 0.2. ml of solution is
injected at once.
 The anesthetic effect starts immediately after the injection and
ranges between 15 and 20 minutes.
 The advantage of this technique is little needle pain, low dose,
short duration, limitation of the local anesthesia to one tooth.
 Disadvantage is possible desmodont damages followed by boiling
sensitivity as well as possible bacteria. Therefore, this technique
is contraindicated for patients with increased risk of endocarditis.

FIGURE 11: INTRALIGAMENTARY ANESTHESIA
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PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUATIONS
 Before starting any dental procedure, the doctor must determine
whether the patient can be tolerating the planned dental
procedure in relative safety. If this is not the case, the specific
treatment modifications necessary to decrease the risk presented
by the patient must be determined.
 This is especially important whenever the drugs are to be
administered during treatment, such as analgesics, sedatives,
inhalation sedation agents and local anesthetics.
 Before administering the local anesthetics, the administrator
must determine the relative risk presented by the patient. This is
important because local anesthetics like all drugs, exert action on
many parts of the body
 Most undesirable reaction to local anesthetic is produced not by
the drugs themselves but as a response to the act of the drugs
administration. These reactions are commonly psychogenic and
have the potential to be life threating of not recognized and
managed promptly.
 The two most occurring psychogenic reactions are verso
depressor syncope and hyperventilation. Other psychogenically
induced reactions noted as a response to local anesthetic
administration may include tonic colonic convulsion,
bronchospasm, and angina pectoris.
 However local anesthetics are not absolutely innocuous drugs,
nor is the act of local anesthetic administration entirely benign.
The doctors must seek to cover as much information as possible
concerning the patient physical and mental status before
administration of local anesthetic. Fortunately the need to do so
exist in the form of the medical history questionnaire, the
dialogue history, and physical examination of the patient.
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 Adequate use of these tools can lead to an accurate
determination of patient physical status and can prevent up to
90% of all life- threatening medical emergencies in dental
practice.
GOALS OF PHYSICAL AND PSYCHOLOGICAL EVALUATION
 The below goals will help the dental team to accurately determine
any potential risk presented by the start of treatment.
1- To determine the patient’s ability to tolerate the physically the
stresses involved in the planned dental treatment.
2- To determine the patient ability to tolerate psychologically the
stresses involved in the planned dental treatment.
3- To determine whether treatment modification is indicated to
enable the patient to better tolerate the stress of dental
treatment.
4- To determine whether the use of psychosedation is indicated
5- To determine which technique of sedation is appropriate for
the patient.
6- To determine whether the contraindications exist to the
planned dental treatment or any of the drugs used.
 The first two goals involve the patient’s ability to tolerate the
stress involved in the planned dental care.
 Stress may be of a physiologic or physiological nature. Patients
with underlying medical problems may be less able to tolerate the
usual levels of stress associated with various types of dental care.
These patients are more likely to experience an acute
exacerbation of their underlying medical problems during periods
of increased stress.
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BASIC INJECTION TECHNIQUES
 Injection techniques depend on the number of desired dental
treatment and the region to be anesthesia.
MAXILLARY ANESTHESIA
 Local anesthesia of the maxillary arch involves locking of one or
more of the peripheral nerves of the maxillary division of the
trigeminal nerve for restorative treatment, the superior alveolar
nerve must be anesthetized.
 For the dental surgery including periodontal surgery, additional
injections to the block the nasopalatine and greater palatine
nerves are necessary
 The most commonly used method for local anesthesia of maxillary
teeth and supporting periodontium is the infiltration technique
(supraperiosteal injection).
 The local anesthetic solution is capable of penetrating the thin
cortical plate and the porous maxillary bone and of the
anesthetizing terminal fibers of the superior dental plexus.
 The supraperiosteal injection is frequently referred to as a
filtration, although more accurately it should be classified as a
field block, as some of the structures may become anesthetized
without ever having been exposed to an effective concentration
of the local anesthetic.
 Injection of the local anesthetic into palatal tissue is considered
the most uncomfortable of intraoral injection technique. Palatal
injection should be restricted to situations when direct
manipulation of palatal mucus or the underling bone is performed
including the extraction of teeth, palatal surgery, gingival
retraction or subgingival scaling and curettage.
 Maxillary anesthesia can be divided into
1- Infiltration (supraperiosteal) anesthesia
2- Nerve block anesthesia
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1- INFILTRATION (SUPRAPERIOSTEAL) ANASTHESIA
Able to be performed in the maxillary area due to the cortical
nature of the bone which involves injecting to the tissue
immediately around the surgical area.
It is indicated for pulpal anesthesia of the maxillary teeth when
treatment is limited to one or two teeth. Soft tissue anesthesia
when indicated for surgical procedures in a circumscribed area.
The advantages of doing this technique are due to the high
success rate, a technically easy injection and usually entirely
atraumatic.
The limitations of infiltration anesthesia are not recommended
for use in large areas as multiple insertions are needed. The
necessity to administer a large volume of local anesthetic solution
increasing the risk to exceed the maximum dose.
The needle tip is placed at the muco-buccal fold to the periosteum
of the alveolar bone overlying the apex of the tooth.

FIGURE 12 MAXILLARY INFILTRATION

2-NERVE BLOCK ANASTHESIA
GREATER (ANTERIOR) PALATINE NERVE BLOCK.
 For dental procedures treating palatal soft or hard tissue,
anesthesia of the hard palate is necessary.
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 For the treatments including the palatal soft tissue distal to the
canine. In combination with nasopalatine block it will also provide
anesthesia of the palatal mucosa adjacent to the canine.
 It is indicated for restorative procedures or more than two teeth
involving palatal soft tissue in region of the molars and premolars.
Also for pain control during periodontal or oral surgical
procedure.
 The advantages of using this technique are, it reduces penetration
of the needle and volume of the solution.
 The limitations rare no hemostatic except in the immediate area
of injection and UT is potentially traumatic.
 The tip of the needle must be placed close to the foramen which
located on the lateral aspect of the hard palate. Generally
opposite the second or third molar. Injection of the small amount
of anesthetic (0.2ml) is proper for a sufficient anesthesia.
 If a large amount of anesthesia is used (or its placement is more
posterior than usual) and the lesser palatine nerves are blocked,
anesthesia of the palate uvula and tonsil area will result.
 In this situation some patients may misinterpret the loss of the
sensation in the soft palate as an inability to swallow.

FIGURE 13 GREATER PALATINE BLOCK
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NASOPALATINE (INCISIVE) NERVE BLOCK
 The nasopalatine exists the incisive foramen in the interior palate,
which is located midway about 5mm behind the border of the
central incisors.
 Palatal gingiva of the incisors and canines and the
mucoperiosteum of the hard palate bone.
 The Advantages include reduced penetration of the needle and
volume of solution. Minimizing patients discomfort from the
multiple needle penetration.
 The disadvantages include, no hemostasis except in the
immediate area of injection. Potentially it is the most traumatic
intraoral injection
 The tip of the needle must be located close to the foramen but
most penetrate the foramen deeply.

FIGURE 14: NASOPALATINE BLOCK

OTHER MAXILLARY LOCAL ANASTHESIA
 Anterior superior (infraorbital) alveolar nerve block is
recommended for the management of anterior teeth in one
quadrant.
 Posterior superior alveolar nerve block is recommended for the
management of several molar teeth in one quadrant
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MANDIBULAR ANASTHESIA
 Local anesthesia of the mandibular arch involves blocking of one
or more of the peripheral nerves of the mandibular division of the
trigeminal nerve.
 The infiltration (supraperiosteal injection) ensures sufficient local
anesthesia only in incisors, canines and premolars while molar
and local anesthesia requires inferior alveolar nerve block.
 The buccal mucosa can be anesthetized both by supraperiosteal
injection or buccal nerve block, lingual mucosa can be
anesthetized using lingual nerve block.
 Buccal and lingual nerve block provides soft tissue anesthesia
only. Successful pulpal anesthesia of the mandibular teeth is more
difficult to achieve due to the greater density of the buccal
alveolar plate and the wide variation in anatomy.
 Mandibular anesthesia can be divided into:
INFILTRATION (SUPRAPERIOSTEAL) ANESTHESIA
 While the supraperiosteal injection is the most commonly used
method for anesthesia of a single tooth of a maxilla. This
technique is of limited use for pulpal anesthesia in the adult
mandible.
 For a single tooth the supraperiosteal includes the pulp labial
buccal tissues adjacent to the tooth depending on the spread of
the local anesthetic.
 The anatomic distribution of the single discrete mandibular
supraperiosteal injection is quite limited, soft tissue anesthesia
will include gingiva and the adjacent labial mucosa including small
portion of the lower lip.
 If extensive surgery is to be performed on the lower lip, a different
technique providing full anesthesia of the mental nerve will be
required.
 Most effective in young children and in the anterior region of
older children and young adults with a small stature and light
bone structure.
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 In adults the dense cortical bone may effectively prevent the
anesthetic from reaching the nerve fibers supplying the teeth.
 The advantages are high success rate, a technically easy injection
and usually entirely atraumatic.
 The disadvantages are not recommended for use in large areas as
multiple needle insertions are needed. The necessity to
administer large amounts of local anesthetic solutions increasing
the risk to exceed the maximum dose.
 The needle tip is placed at the muco-buccal fold at the tip of the
tooth to be anesthetized.

FIGURE 15: MANDIBULAR INFILTRATION

MANDIBULAR NERVE BLOCK (INFERIOR ALVEOLAR AND LIGUAL
NERVE BLOCK)
 Inferior alveolar nerve block is the most commonly used nerve
block in dentistry and will be routinely performed in dental
practice.
 For dental procedures on the mandible from the retromolar
region on the middle. When accompanied by a separate buccal
nerve block, pain control encompasses the posterior buccal
tissues, anterior labial region and lingual areas to the midline with
a single anesthetic procedure.
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 It is indicated for bony, periodontal and pulpal anesthesia of all
molars, premolars, cuspid and incisors on the side of the injection
to the midline.
 Advantage is, wide area is anesthetized with injection(quadrant
anesthesia)
 The disadvantages are the higher rate of inadequate anesthesia,
high rate of positive aspiration, patient feeling uncomfortable due
to the lingual and lip anesthesia
 The local anesthetic solution is to be administered into
pterygomandibular space depending on the technique, the lingual
or buccal nerve can be anesthetized at the same time. The tip of
the needle has to be placed close to the mandibular sulcus just
behind the lingula. Within this depression, and partly covered by
the lingual, is the mandibular foramen through which the inferior
alveolar nerve artery and vein pass. After depositing anesthetic
solution adjacent to the mandibular foramen to anesthetize the
inferior alveolar nerve, the operator withdraws the needle half
way so that the lip lies about 1cm anterior to the lingula, where
the lingual nerves reside at this height within the
pterygomandibular space.
BUCCAL NERVE BLOCK
 During inferior alveolar nerve block the buccal nerve as a branch
of anterior division of the mandibular division of the trigeminal
nerve is not consequently anesthetized.
 Soft tissue and periosteum buccal to the mandibular teeth, the
anterior and posterior extent of anesthesia is variable depending
on the distribution of the mental nerve and gingival branch of the
posterior superior alveolar nerve.
 It is indicated for the anesthesia of the check and posterior buccal
mucous membranes.
 Advantages are high success rate and easy technique. The
disadvantage is pain if possible after needle contacting periosteal
during injection.
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 The nerve can easily be anesthetized by depositing the anesthetic
solution close to the nerve as it crosses the anterior border of the
ramus.

FIGURE 16: MANDIBULAR NERVE BLOCK

MENTAL NERVE BLOCK
 The mental nerve is the superficial terminal branch of the inferior
alveolar nerve after leaving inferior alveolar canal via the mental
foramen.
 Pulpal anesthesia of the mandibular incisors, canine and variably
the first and second premolars and their investing bone and PDL.
 Soft tissue anesthesia includes the facial gingiva and mucosa of
these teeth and the lower lip to the middle line.
 Indicated for procedures involving the mandibular incisors,
canines, and premolars including their investing tissues.
 Advantages are high success rate easy technique and usually
atraumatic
 Disadvantage is hematoma.
 The local anesthetic is to be placed close to the foramen, which is
located below the apex of the mandibular second premolar or just
anterior or posterior to it.
 For successful anesthetic it is not necessary to inject the local
anesthetic into the foramen.
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FIGURE 17: MENTAL NERVE BLOCK

SPECIAL INJECTION CONSIDERATIONS
Patient position:
 Intraoral injection is best achieved with the patient seated
comfortably in a semi reclining position. This position offers at
least two distinct advantages over the conventional upright or
horizontal position: which are:
1- The oral cavity can be easily accessed and landmarks identified to
provide optimal working conditions for the dentists.
2- This position provides a physiologically sound cardiovascular and
respiratory position. Venous return is facilitated from both upper
and lower extremities and diaphragmatic movement is
unrestricted.
 Vasodepressor syncope remains the most common medical
emergency in dentistry and is often associated with the
administration of local anesthesia. This may be due to the high
incidence of phobia and stress or the anticipated (and sometime
actual) pain that is associated with intraoral injections.
Patient and operator positioning
 Correct operator and patient positioning helps to accomplish the
following:
1- Prevents operator and patients fatigue and discomfort.
2- Permits the operator to gain the clear vein of the tooth being
worked on.
3- Allows easy access of instruments to the tooth.
4- Saves time.
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Tissue Preparation
 Tissue preparation for regional anesthesia at extraoral sites
involves disinfection of the area with a suitable preparatory
solution and the use of appropriate aseptic techniques.
 For local anesthetic injection within the oral cavity true ’asepsis’
is neither necessary nor attainable.
 Nevertheless certain basic principles may be adhered to, to
reduce the risk of infection, particularly into deep structures.
 Prior to injection the hands of the operator should be seriously
cleansed and gloved.
 A surgical mask and eye protection is worn to protect the operator
from inadvertent exposure to blood, saliva, or mucus.
 Prior to inserting the needle into the tissue of the oral cavity, the
operator should dry the area with a sterile cotton-tipped
applicator or a 2 gauge sponge.
 A suitable topical antiseptic may then be applied to the site of
injection and the antiseptic wiped from the tissue to prevent its
introduction into the tissues during needle penetration.
INJECTION PROCEDURE
1- Sterile the cartridge by 70% alcohol then to body temperature
by water.
2- The level of the needle towards bone.
3- The syringe should contain no air.
4- In critical areas with neighboring blood vessels, use aspiration
syringe.
5- slow injection
6- the site of the injection should be disinfected
7- Stretch the tissues on injection.
8- Follow shortest way inside tissue.
9- Never bend to change direction.
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MAXILLARY INFILTRATION ANASTHESIA
Buccal and labial injection:
 The needle is inserted into the point opposite the tooth to be
extracted with the bevel facing the cortical bone.
 The needle is inserted 2mm away from the muco-buccal fold and
at 45 degree to the outer cortical plate till it touches the bone.
 About 1.5ml of solution is injected.
Position of the patient:
 The patient is placed with the maxillary occlusal plane 45 degree
with the floor.
 Position of the operator:
- Operator stands on the right side and front of the patient.
Palatal injection:
 The point of insertion of the needle is located on the palatal side
of the tooth, midway between the gingival margin and the middle
line of the palate.
 The needle should be at right angle to the vault of the palate, to
achieve this, the needle is derived from the opposite side.
 Only 0.3ml of the solution is slowly injected to avoid pain and
ulceration.
MANDIBULAR INFILTRATION ANASTHESIA
Labial injection:
- Position of the patient:
 The chair is adjusted such that the mandibular occlusal plane is
almost horizontal when the mouth is open.
- Position of the operator:
 The operator stands on the right side and front of the patient.
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MAXILLARY NERVE BLOCK
12345-

Posterior superior alveolar N.B.
Infra orbital NB.
Nasopalatine NB.
Greater palatine NB.
Maxillary NB

POSTERIOR SUPERIOR ALVEOLAR NB (TUBEROSITY INJECTION)
 Position of the patient:
- The patient is placed with the maxillary occlusal 45 degree
with the floor.
 Position of the operator:
- The operator stands on the right side and in front of the
patient.
Area anesthetized:
 Pulp of the maxillary molars except mesio-buccal root, and the
buccal mucoperiosteal of the molar area.
 The upper third, second and first molar except the mesio-buccal
root of the latter. Maxillary antrum neighboring buccal mucosa.
 The injection site should be at distal aspect of the maxillary
tuberosity above and behind the third molar.
Technique:
1- The mouth should be partially closed.
2- Needle is inserted opposite the mesial root of the first molar
at the deepest part of the muco-buccal fold.
3- Needle passes through the curvature of the posterior part of
the maxillary tuberosity.
4- The needle should be kept close to the bone to avoid entering
the pterygoid venous plexus.
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FIGURE 18: TUBEROSITY ANESTHESIA

Infra Orbital N.B:
-

Position of the patient :
 The patient is placed with the maxillary occlusal plane 45
degree with the floor.

Position of the operator:
 The operator stands on the right side and in front of the
patient for right side injection facing the patient in the left side
injection.
 The anesthetic solution is deposited at the orifice of the infraorbital foramen and will diffuse along the canal to involve both
the anterior and superior alveolar nerve.

FIGURE 19: INFRAORBITAL NERVE BLOCK
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Area anesthetized:
 Pulps of the maxillary premolars and anterior(mesio buccal root
of the first maxillary molar)
 The buccal mucoperiosteum from midline to the area of maxillary
second premolar.
Technique:
1- Infra orbital ridge is palpated at the infra orbital notch located at
the tip of the index finger which then moves downwards to lie
over the infra orbital foramen.
2- the tip of the needle is directed toward the foramen using any two
approaches:
I.
Direct the syringe in the passing oblique from the mesio incisor
angle of the central incisor, to the distocervical angle and to the
apical region of the root of the canine.
II.
The needle is inserted to about 5mm out in the muco buccal fold
above the tip of the canine.
III.
The needle is pushed till it contacts the boundary of the foramen.
a. By holding the syringe in the same line with the long axis of the
upper second premolar.
b. Insert the needle of the reflection of the muco buccal fold 5mm
out from the fold
MAXILLARY NERVE BLOCK
Area anesthetized:
 The main trunk of the maxillary nerve and al its branches.
1- Maxillary teeth.
2- Investing bone.
3- Buccal mucoperiosteum.
4- Palatal mucoperiosteum.
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GREATER PALATINE N.B
- Area anesthetized:
 Palatal mucoperiosteum from the maxillary first premolar to the
maxillary third molar.

FIGURE 20: GREATER PALATINE NERVE BLOCK

MANDIBULAR NERVE BLOCK
Mental nerve block:
-

-

-

Position of the patient:
 The patient is placed in apposition that when he opens his
mouth widely the mandibular occlusal plane is parallel to
the floor.
Position of the operator:
 The operator stands on the right side and behind the
patient.
Area anesthetized:
 Labial mucosa and skin from the mental foramen to the
midline.

Inferior alveolar nerve block:
-

Position of the patient:
 The patient is placed in a position that when he opens his
mouth widely the mandibular occlusal plane is parallel to
the floor.
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Position of the operator:
 The operator stands in front of the patient for the right
mandibular injection. And on the right side and behind the
patient for the left mandibular injection.
- Point of needle injection:
1- The index of the left hand is placed in the muco buccal fold
opposite the premolar area.
2- The external oblique ridge and the anterior border of the ramus
are located.
3- The greatest depth of the anterior border of the ramus which
is the coronoid notch is located.
4- The index finger is located lingual to occupy the retro molar
triangle and the finger nail faces the lingual side.
5- With the finger nail in this position, the fingertip will rest on the
internal oblique.
6- The point of the needle insertion is at 5mm in front of the
middle of the tip of the index.
7- A syringe with a long needle is held over the premolar region
of the opposite side and parallel with the mandibular occlusal
plane.
8- The needle is inserted to a depth of 20-30mm till it touches the
bone.
9- 1.2 ml of the solution is deposited slowly.
10- The needle is withdrawn about 10mm and o.3ml of the solution
is deposited.
 Long buccal nerve
-

Anesthetized by either:
1- soft tissue infiltration
2- Long buccal nerve block.
- O.3-0.5ml of the solution is deposited in the midpoint of
the retro molar triangle between the external and internal
oblique ridges.
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SYMPTOMS OF ANESTHESIA
1- Subjective (by asking the patient):
 Tingling and numbness of the anesthetized area.
2- Objective:
 Instrumentation shows no pain of the related teeth and
associated structures.
GOW-GATES TECHNIQUES
 In 1973, the Australian George Gow gates described a block
anesthetic that is a mandibular block at a much higher level.
 This method anesthetizes the entire mandibular nerve with a
single depot, so that an additional block of the lingual or buccal
nerve is no longer necessary.
 The chance of a successful anesthesia of the entire mandibular
nerve following the Gow-gates technique is about 95%.

FIGURE 21: GOW GATE'S TECHNIQUE

VAZIRANI-AKINOSI CLOSED-MOUTH MANDIBULAR BLOCK
 Akinosi technique closed-mouth mandibular nerve block.
 The introduction of the Gow-gates mandibular nerve block in
1973 spurred interest in alternative methods of achieving
anesthesia in lower jaw.
 Although this technique whenever mandibular anesthesia is
desired, it’s primary indicating remains the situation where
limited mandibular opening.
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FIGURE 22: VIZIRANI AKINOSI TECHNIQUE

Indications:
1-limited mandibular opening
2-multiple procedures on mandibular teeth
3-inability to visualize landmarks for inferior alveolar nerve
(e.g., because of large tongue).
Advantages:
1234-

Relatively atraumatic.
Patient need to be able to open the mouth.
Fever postoperative complication (e.g. trismus)
Lower aspiration rate (less than 10%) than with the
inferior alveolar nerve block.
5- Provides a successful anesthesia where a bifid inferior
alveolar nerve and bifid mandibular canals are present.
Disadvantages:
1-difficult to visualize the path of the needle the depth of the
insertion.
2-no bony contact, depth of penetration somewhat arbitrary.
3-potentially traumatic if the needle is too close to the
periosteal.
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CLINICAL ASPECTS
 In dentistry the use of drugs is well established and the use of local
anesthetic is necessary whenever painful procedures have carried
out.
 Dental local anesthetics have reached a high level of safety if
administered carefully and within recommended dosage limits.
However there is a risk of undesirable adverse effects whenever a
drug is used. This also includes local anesthetic.
 In this part systematic and local adverse effects, interactions with
other drugs used simultaneously and potential contraindications
and maximum and therapeutic doses are considered.
DOSAGE
 Local anesthetic doses are determined according to the necessary
effects taking into consideration maximum or limit doses
depending on the weight and possible general diseases of the
patients.
THERAPEUTIC DOSE
 The dosage of the local anesthetics depends on the requested
effects, the dental application to be performed and the physical
condition of the patient.
 The minimum dose necessary for reaching complete anesthesia
depends on:
-type of anesthesia
-site of injection
-type of treatment
-individual analgesia of the patient.
-formula of the local anesthetic solution.
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 For infiltration 1.5-1.7 ml per tooth and two adjacent teeth
respectively are usually sufficient. For nerve block anesthesia of
the inferior alveolar nerve, 1.0-1.7 ml should be injected.
 Re-injections should range between half of the original dose and
the complete dose. The doses actually require for dental
intervention may vary considerably and range between 0.5 and
several ml.
RECOMMMENDED THERAPEUTIC DOSE FOR ELBISTESIN 1/200000
AND UBISTESIN 1/100000
Extraction of maxillary teeth
Incision at the gum
Extraction of mandibular
premolar teeth
Cavity preparation except
mandibular premolar
Nerve block anesthesia of the
mandibular

1.7 ml
0.1-0.2 ml
1.7 ml
0.5-1.7 ml
1.0-1.7ml

MAXIMUM DOSE OF LOCAL ANESTHETICS
 Due to the systematic toxic effects of local anesthetics and
vasoconstrictors, maximum or limit doses have to be followed,
however the indicated maximum doses should be considered
bench marks rather than absolute values.
 It is strongly recommended to use the smallest possible volume
of the solution which will lead to an effective anesthesia and to
evaluate the condition of the patient before any injection.
 The recommended maximum are based on the expected serum
concentrations of the substances concerned, systematic toxic
threshold dose, the extrapolation of animal and clinical studies, as
well as on the evaluation of reported side effects.
 However due to the patients individual variation as well as
absorption distribution and metabolization of the local
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anesthetic. Toxic reactions may also occur within the so called
safe dosage range.
 In particular, there is an increased risk in case of a quick
resorption, accidental intravasal injection, or a reduced threshold
dose of the patient.
 The doses of the local anesthetic drugs are presented in terms of
milligrams of drugs per unit of body weight.
MAXIMUM DOSE OF LOCAL ANESTHETIC
Without
With
vasoconstrictor
vasoconstrictor
Mg/kg
mg/kg Mg/kg
mg/kg
Articaine

4

300

7

500

Lidocaine

4

300

7

500

Mepivacaine

4

300

7

500

 For healthy adults the maximum dose of epinephrine as
vasoconstricting additive is 200mg.
 For patients with coronary heart disease or other serious
cardiovascular diseases, the maximum dose is reduced to 40
microgram.
 Most commercial local anesthetics are combined preparation
consisting of a local anesthetic substance and a vasoconstrictor.
 The following chart lists the maximum doses of commercial local
anesthetic for healthy patients and for patients with coronary
heart diseases referring to body weight of 70kg
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MAXIMUM DOSE FOR HEALTHY PATIENTS WITH 70KG BW
Articaine 4% with 1/200000 12.5 ml
epinephrine
(ubistesin
1/200000)
Articaine 4% with 1/200000 12.5 ml
epinephrine
(ubistesin
1/100000)
Mepivacaine 3% (mepivastein) 10.0 ml
Lidocaine 2% with 1/80000 20.0 ml
(epinephrine a)

MAXIMUM DOSE FOR CARDIOVASCULAR PATIENT WITH 70KG BW
Articaine 4% with 1/200000 8.0 ml
epinephrine
(ubistesin
1/200000)
Articaine 4% with 1/200000 4.0 ml
epinephrine
(ubistesin
1/100000)
Mepivacaine 3% (mepivastein) 10.0 ml
Lidocaine 2% with 1/80000 3.2 ml
(epinephrine a)

ADVERSE EFFECTS AND PRECAUTIONS FOR USE
 Adverse effects may occur during or following administration of
local anesthetics. Most adverse effects or complications are
largely inconsequential, representing more of a temporary
inconvenience than a true hazards nevertheless. Life-threatening
reactions may occur certain situations.
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LOCAL ADVERSE EFFECTS
 Localized responses to anesthetic injections are fairly common.
Most individuals, have experienced mild soreness at one time or
another in the area of injection.
 Local complication during and after local anesthesia, in addition
to those attributed to local anesthetic solutions, may occur. These
complications are as a result of either the needle insertion or
other technical difficulties which are now discussed in detail.
NEEDLE BREAKAGE
 Needle breakage has become an extremely rare complication.
Causes:
1- Needle is repeatedly bent to facilitate the entrance into the
area to be injected.
2- The unexpected movements of a scared patient.
3- Changing the direction of an incorrectly inserted needle.
Management:
 If the needle does break and the proximal part of the needle is still
sticking out of the mucosa, the end may be taken with tweezers
or mosquito artery forceps and cautiously removed.
 If the broken part of the needle is no longer visible the patient
must be referred quickly to an oral and maxillofacial surgeon in a
well-equipped hospital.
 In the meantime the patient must be instructed not to talk and
swallow as little as possible, since such movements may allow the
needle to move deeper into the tissues.
Prevention of needle breakages:
1-use a 27-gauge 35mm needle for mandibular block.
2-do not bend the needle repeatedly and not immediately
next to the hup.
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3-avoid inserting up to the Hilt to the needle.
4-do not change direction of the needle while injecting.
PROLONGED ANESTHESIA OR PARASTHESIA
On occasion, a patient reports feeling numb (frozen) many hours or
days after a local anesthetic injection.
Causes:
1- Injection of a local anesthetic solution contaminated by alcohol or
sterilizing solution near a nerve produces irritation resulting in
edema and increased pressure in the region of nerve leading to
paresthesia.
2- Trauma to the nerve sheath can be produced by the needle during
injection.
3- Insertion of a needle into the foramen and in the second division
(maxillary) nerve block via the greater palatine foramen also
increases the likelihood of nerve injury.
4- Hemorrhage into or around the neural sheath is another cause.
Bleeding increase pressure on the nerve leading to parenthesis.
PREVENTION:
 Strict adherence to injection protocol and proper care and
handling of dental cartridge help minimize the risk of paresthesia
MANAGEMENT:
1-Be reassuring the patient usually telephone the office the
day after the dental procedure complaining of still being a
little numb.
2-examine the patient in person.
3-reschedule the patient for examination every two months
for as long as the sensory deficits persists.
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4-dental treatment may continue but avoid re-administering
local anesthetic into the region of the previously traumatized
nerve.
FACIAL NERVE PARALYSIS
 This may occur when anesthetic is introduced into the deep lobe
of the parotid gland.
CAUSE:
 Transient facial nerve paralysis is commonly caused by the
introduction of local anesthetic into the capsule of the parotid
gland which is located at the posterior border of the mandibular
ramus, clothed by the medial pterygoid and masseter muscles.
PREVENTION:
 Transient facial nerve paralysis is almost always preventable by
the adhering to protocol with the inferior alveolar and vaziraniakinosi nerve block.
 Needle tip that comes in contact with bone (medial aspect of the
ramus) before depositing local anesthetic solution essentially
precludes the possibility that anesthetic will be deposited into
parotid gland during an ANB.
 Because no contact is made with bone during vazirani-akinosi
nerve block, over insertion of the needle either absolute {>25mm)
or relative (25mm in a smaller patient) should be avoided if
possible.
MANAGEMENT
1-Reasure the patient.
2-contact lenses should be removed until muscular movement
returns.
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3-an eye patch should be applied to the affected eye until muscles
tone return.
4-record the incident on the patients chart.
TRISMUS:
 Trismus from the Greek trismos is defined as prolonged tetanize
spasm of the jaw muscles by which the normal opening of the
mouth is restricted (locked jaw).
CAUSES:
 Trauma to muscles or blood vessels in the Infratemporal Fossa.
 Local anesthetic solution into which alcohol or cold sterilizing
solution has diffused.
 Hemorrhage is another cause of trismus, large volume of
extravascular blood can produce tissue irritation leading to
muscle dysfunction as the blood is slowly resorbed.
 Law grade infection after injection can also cause trismus,
multiple needle penetration.
 Excessive volume of local anesthetic solution deposited into a
restricted area produce distention of tissues which may lead to
post injection trismus
PREVENTION:
1-Use a sharp sterile disposable needle.
2-properly care for and handle dental local anesthetic cartridge.
3-use aseptic technique, contaminated needles should be changed
immediately.
4-practice atraumatic insertion and injection technique.
5-avoid repeated injection and multiple insertion into the same area
by gaining knowledge of anatomy and proper technique. Use regional
nerve blocks instead of local infiltration (supraperiosteal injection)
where ever possible and rational.
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6-use minimum effective volumes of local anesthetic.
MANAGEMENT:
 With mild pain and dysfunction the patient reports minimum
difficulty opening his or her mouth. Arrange an appointment for
examination. In the interim, prescribe heat therapy, warm saline
rinses, analgesic and if necessary muscle relaxation to manage the
initial phase of muscle spasm.
SOFT TISSUE INJURY
 Self-inflicted trauma to the lips and tongue is frequently caused
by the patient inadvertently biting or chewing these tissues while
still anesthetized.
CAUSES:
 Trauma occurs most frequently in younger children mentally or
physically disabled children or adults and in older-old patients.
However it can and does occur in patient of all ages. The primary
reason is the fact that soft tissues anesthesia lasts significantly
longer than does pulpal anesthesia.
PREVENTION:
 A local anesthetic of appropriate duration should be selected if
dental appointed are brief.
 A cotton can be placed between the lips and the teeth if they are
still anesthetized at the time of discharge.
 Warn the patient and the guardian against eating drinking hot
fluids and biting on the lips or tongue to test for anesthesia. A selfadherent warning sticker may be used on children.
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MANAGEMENT:
Management is symptomatic:
1-analgesics for pain as necessary.
2-antibiotics as necessary in the unlikely situation that infections
results.
3-lukewarm saline rinses to aid in decreasing any swelling that may
be present.
4-petroleum jelly or other lubricant to cover a lip lesion and minimize
irritation.
BLOOD VESSELS INJURY (HEMATOMA)
 The effusion of blood into extravascular spaces can be caused by
inadvertent nicking of a blood vessel (artery or vein) during
administration of a local anesthetic.
CAUSES:
 Large hematoma may result from arterial or venous puncture
after a posterior superior alveolar or inferior alveolar nerve block.
The tissues surrounding these vessels more readily accommodate
significant volumes of blood.
PREVENTION:
1-Knowledge of the normal anatomy involved in the proposed
injection is important.
2-modify the injection technique as dictated by the patient’s
anatomy.
3-use a short needle for the superior posterior alveolar nerve block to
decrease the risk of hematoma.
4-minimize the number of needle penetrations into tissue.
5-never use a needle as a probe in tissues.
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MANAGEMENT:
1 immediate
 When swelling becomes evident during or immediately after a
local anesthetics injection, direct pressure should be applied on
the site of the bleeding.
2- Subsequent:
 The patient may be discharged once bleeding stops. Note the
hematoma on the patient dental chart
 Advise the patient about possible soreness and limitation of
movement (trismus). If either of this develops begin treatment as
described for truisms. Discoloration will likely occur as a result of
extravascular blood element; it is gradually resorbed over 7 to 14
days.
 If soreness develops, advise the patient to take an analgesic such
as aspirin or NSAID.
 Do not apply heat for at least 4 to 6 hrs. after the incident
 Heat may be applied to the region beginning the next day
 The patient should apply warm moist heat to the affected area for
twenty minutes every hour
 Ice may be applied to the region immediately on recognition of a
developing hematoma
PAIN ON INJECTION
Causes:
1. Careless injection technique
2. A needle can become dull from multiple injections
3. Rapid deposition of the local anesthetic solution may cause tissue
damage.
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Prevention:
1. Adhere to proper techniques of injection, both an anatomic
and psychological.
2. Use sharp needles
3. Use topical anesthetic properly before injections
4. Use sterile local anesthetic solution
5. Inject local anesthetic slowly
6. Make certain that the temperature of the solution is correct.
The solution that is too hot or too cold may be more
uncomfortable than one at room temperature
Management
 No management is necessary however steps should be taken to
prevent recurrence of pain associated with the injection of local
anesthetic
BURNING ON INJECTION
Causes:
 The primary cause of mild burning sensation is the pH of the
solution being deposited into the soft tissue
 Rapid injection of local anesthetic
 Contamination of local anesthetic cartridges
Prevention:
 By buffering the local anesthetic solution to a pH of approximately
7.4
 Slowing the speed of injection
 The cartridges of anesthetic should be stored at room
temperature in the container
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Management:
 Because most instances of burning on injection are transient and
do not lead to prolonged tissue involvement ,formal treatment
usually is not indicated
INFECTION
 Infection subsequent to local anesthetic administration in
dentistry is an extremely rare occurrence since sterile disposable
needles and glass cartridges have been introduced.
Causes:
 Contamination of the needle before administration of the
anesthetic
 Improper technique is the handling of local anesthetic equipment
 Improper tissue preparation for injection is other possible causes
of infection
Management:
 Immediate treatment consists of those procedures used to
manage stresses. Heat and analgesic if needed, muscle relaxant if
needed and physiotherapy
 If signs and symptoms of trismus do not begin to respond
conservative therapy within 3 days, the possibility of a low grade
infection should be entertained and the patient started on 7 to 10
day course of antibiotics
EDEMA
 Swelling of tissue is not a syndrome but it is a clinical sign of the
presence of some disorder.
Causes
1. Trauma during injection
2. Infection
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3. Allergy: angioedema is possible response to ester type topical
anesthetic in an allergic patient (localized tissue swelling occurs as
a result of vasodilation secondary to histamine release)
4. Hemorrhage (effusion of blood into soft tissue produces swelling)
5. Injection of irritating solution (alcohol or cold sterilizing solution
containing cartridges
6. Hereditary angioedema is a condition characterized by the
sudden and set of browny non pitting edema affecting the face,
extremities, and mucosa of the intestine and respiratory track
often without obvious precipitating factors manipulation within
oral cavity including local anesthetic administration may
precipitate an attack. Lips, eyelids, and the tongue are often
involved 77 karlis and associates noted that 15% to 33 % of
untreated angioedema patients died from acute air way
obstruction as a result of laryngeal edema.
Prevention:
1-properly care for and handle the local anesthetic armamentarium
2-use atraumatic injection technique
3-complete an adequate medical evaluation of the patient before
drug administration
Management:
 The management of edema is predicted on reduction of the
swelling as quick as possible and the cause of the edema
SLOUGHING OF TISSUES
 Prolonged irritation of ischemia of gingival soft tissues may lead
to a number of unpleasant complication including epithelial
desquamation and sterile abscess
Causes:
1-application of topical anesthetic to the gingival tissue for prolonged
period.
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2-hightened sensitivity of the tissue to either topical or injectable
local anesthetic
3-reaction in an area were a topical anesthesia has been applied
STERILE ABSCESS
 secondary to prolonged ischemia resulting from the use of a local
anesthetic with verso constrictor(usually norepinephrine)
Prevention:
Use topical anesthetic as recommended allow the solution to
contact the mucus membrane for 1-2 minutes to maximize its
effectiveness and minimize its toxicity.
POST ANESTHETIC INTRA ORAL LESSONS
 Patients occasionally report that approximately 2 days after an
intraoral injection of local anesthetic ,laceration developed in
their mouth primarily around the sites)of the injection(s).
SYSTEMIC ADVERSE EFFECTS
 Despite of the low toxicity and the high level of safety and adverse
effects related to the local anesthetics cannot be completely
excluded
 Systemic effects can be related to one of the components of the
solution. They become manifest as intoxication due to relative or
absolute over dosage, hypersensitive reaction or interaction with
other pharmaceutical products. Allergic reactions to amid type
local anesthetics are observed very rarely.
 In connection with local anesthesia, frequently unspecific
psychogenic reactions are observed which in individual cases are
hard to distinguish from a true intoxication caused by the local
anesthetic.
VASOVAGAL COLLAPSE
 The most common systematic complications following local
anesthesia occur due to emotional reactions to the way the
anesthesia is administered.
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 Psychogenic antipation of the possible pain of the injection can
activate the parasympathetic nervous system as well as inhibit the
sympathetic nervous system.
 This causes a reduction in heart rate and dilation of the arterioles
in muscles, inducing a temporary shortness of blood flow to the
brain.
 The patient suffering from vasovagal collapse looks pale,
perspires and may lose consciousness. In addition to the loss of
consciousness, sometimes clonic occur which resemble an
epileptic convulsion.
 The duration of the collapse is usually short lived with an
imminent vasovagal collapse, the dental chair should be placed in
the trendelenburg position, with the body flat on the back and
feet higher than the head, where upon consciousness will return
in a short time.
HYPERVENTILATION SYNDROME
 Fear of injection of a local anesthetic can also serve as a trigger
for abnormally fast and deep breathing, reducing the level of
carbon dioxide in the blood (pco2).
 The ph. of the blood increases and the concentration of ionized
calcium decreases. Muscle contraction develops which can
present periorally.
 Additionally the patient perceives a tingling sensation in the hands
and feet. Sometimes the patient feels light headed and can
experience chest pressure.
Treatment:
-

Consists of reassurance and asking the patient to breathe into
the paper bag.
Supplying accurate information to the patient about the
administration local anesthesia, combined with fear reducing
treatment reduces the risk of hyperventilation and vasovagal
collapse.
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TOXICITY
An accidental intravascular injection.
An increased desorption rate- which may exists is inflamed tissue
with increased blood flow.
An overdose is usually the result of using a higher dose than the
maximum allowed generally caused by repeat injections. Most
cases of overdose occur in children.
The toxicity of amide anesthetics is reciprocally related to their
degradation rate in the liver. Prilocaine is metabolized most
rapidly and is therefore the least toxic amide anesthetic.
In addition procaine has a high degree of binding to tissue
proteins (a large distribution volume) so potentially toxic
concentration is reached less rapidly.
Patients with reduced detoxification and domination such as
individual with severe liver influence or kidney failure, are at
increased risk of overdose possible interaction with medication
should also be considered as some pharmaceutical lower the
threshold for side effects of local anesthetics.
EFFECTS ON THE CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM

 The local anesthetics used in dentistry can cross the blood –brain
barrier easily because of their lipophilic nature.
 Under physiological conditions, the central nervous system
receives both inhibitory and stimulatory impulses.
 Since the inhibitory tonus prevails under normal conditions, an
inhibition of the central nervous system by a toxic concentration
of anesthetic will manifest as an excitation.
 The patient will feel dizzy and complain of tinnitus (ringing in the
ears).
 With increased excitation, the patient becomes afraid and
trembling, breathing quickens, blood pressure rises and heartbeat
frequency increases.
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 The patient develops facial twitches and seizures may arise. The
severity of the symptoms correlates with the level of anesthetic in
the blood.
 After a further increase in the level of anesthetic in the blood a
depression of the central nervous system develops which reduces
consciousness. Breathing frequently reduces and may even
progress to respiratory arrest. The blood circulation becomes
insufficient and ultimately the patient may go into coma.
 After intravascular injection, the toxic effects on the central
nervous system will manifest very rapidly (within 1 minute)
distribution of anesthetic in the body decreases the concentration
rapidly, and the toxic effects disappear too.
 With an overdose the effects on the central nervous system
develop more gradually, usually after 5-15 minutes and the
symptoms will persists much longer.










CARDIOVASCULAR EFFECTS
Since the heart is much less to overdoses anesthetic than the
brain, cardiotoxic effects usually manifest much later than the
effects on the central nervous system.
Higher concentration of anesthetic (5-10mg) lead to an inhibition
of the action potential conduction in the heart. This results in
decreased frequency of the heart beat and reduces contraction
strength of the myocardium.
At concentration over 10mg the severity of these effects
increases, as a result of which ultimately even loss of circulation
may occur.
The cardio toxicity of local anesthetic is not only concentration
dependent, but also related to the strength of anesthetic effects.
Lidocaine has the smallest negative effect on the contraction
strength of the heart muscle, with more potent local anesthetic
such as bupivacaine there is less difference between the dose that
has toxic effects on the central nervous system and the dose
resulting in cardiovascular toxicity.
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Treatment of toxic reactions:
 The treatment of an overdose local anesthetic depends on the
severity of the reaction .in most cases the clinical signs are mild
and transient and do not require specific treatment since the
concentration of anesthetic in the brain and the heart will drop
rapidly due to the degradation and blood redistribution in the
body.
 The patient should be reassured and breathing and circulation
monitored continuously. If convulsions occur, arms and legs
should be protected against injuries.
 In the very rare situation that the heart contracts reducing
effects of local anesthetic induces nonsufficient circulation, the
patient should be transferred to the emergency department of
the hospital under administration of oxygen and if necessary
resuscitation.
SYSTEMATIC EFFECTS OF VASOCONSTRICTORS
 An increase in the concentration of adrenaline in the blood can
cause considerable increase in blood pressure and heart rate.
 Toxic effects such as increase in blood pressure have also been
attributed to felypressin. However these effects only occur with
doses that are 5-10 fold the maximum recommended amount. For
adults the maximum dosage of felypressin is 5.44microgram and
adrenaline is 200microgram.
 One should realize that pain due to insufficient anesthesia may
result into high endogenous release of adrenaline in the
circulation. The risk of this is at high as the risk of the low dose of
added vasoconstrictor.
 The addition of the vasoconstrictor is a protective measure
against the toxicity of the anesthetic. It delays the absorption of
the anesthetic and avoids necessity of repeat injections during
treatment.
ALLERGIC REACTIONS
 Since these days the preservatives methylparaben and
propylparaben are hardly used any more in cartridges of local
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-

anesthetics. The antioxidant bisulphite is probably the most
frequent cause of an allergic reaction after the administration of
local anesthesia.
Immediate hypersensitivity reactions:
Ages- antibodies on mast cells play a central role in an
immediate hypersensitivity (anaphylactic) reaction.
The reaction occurs within one hour after the injection of local
anesthetic, extreme reaction may even develop in 1minute.
Clinical signs may differ in severity. Locally, redness, etching and
edema may develop. Laryngeal and glottis edemas are
associated with the risk of suffocation.
Severe reaction may lead to hypertension tachycardia loss of
consciousness and in rare cases anaphylactic shock.
In anaphylactic shock the patient does not look pale but pink
due to the generalized vasodilation.
Delayed hypersensitivity reactions:
A delayed hypersensitivity reaction is dependent on sensibilised
t-lymphocytes.
With delayed hypersensitivity to an injected anesthetic patient
usually complains of painful, burning mucosa delayed hyper
sensibility reaction develop slowly over 24-72 hours although in
cases of severe sensibilisation the first signs may present after
several hours.

Treatment of allergic reactions:
 An anaphylactic shock is a life threatening situation.
 Terminate dental treatment.
 Place the patient in a trendelenburg position (head lower than
legs).
 If the reaction is limited to the skin:
- Administer an oral anti histamine e.g. one tablet of 10mg
cetirizine(zyrtec)or one tablet of 10mg loratadine (Claritin)
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WITH SEVERE SYSTEMATIC SIGNS
Injection 0.5-1.0ml adrenaline (1 ampoule containing 1mg) 1m in
the triceps of the upper arm and repeat if necessary after 5
minutes.
Similar inject a corticosteroid e.g. 1ml dexamethasone
(oradexon,1 ampoule of 1ml containing 5mg)
Administer oxygen (approximately 5 liters per minute)
After these actions, have the patient transported to a hospital as
soon as possible.
Monitor the patient’s heart rate and respiration continuously.
SOME GENERAL PREVENTIVE MEASURES WITH REGARD TO
THE USE OF LOCAL ANESTHETICS
1-Take a medical history beforehand.
2-Reassure the patient and give accurate information.
3-Never use more anesthetics than more absolutely
necessary.
4-use the lowest concentration vasoconstrictor possible.
5-place the patient in a half seated to horizontal position.
6-aspirate
7-inject slow
8-observe any relation of the patient during the injection.
9-have a medical emergency kit with medication available.
10-have an accurate experience
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CHAPTER 3
EXODONTIA

INTRODUCTION
Definition:
 Tooth extraction: the ideal tooth extraction is the painless
removal of the whole tooth, or tooth root with minimal trauma to
investing tissues so that the wound heals eventually and no
postoperative prosthetic problem is created.
TYPES OF EXODONTIA
 In dental practice the dentists practices two types of exodontia
which are:
1-intra-alveolar, closed, simple, forceps extraction and
2-tran-alveolar, surgical extraction.
INDICATION FOR TOOTH EXTRACTION
 Before extraction of the tooth or teeth the dentist or dental
hygienist must consider the following indications for accurate
treatment. The indications for exodontia are as follows:
- Severe caries
- Pulp necrosis
- Severe periodontal disease
- Orthodontic reasons
- Malopposed teeth
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Cracked teeth
Preprosthetic extraction
Impacted teeth
Supernumerary teeth
Tooth associated with pathologic lesions
Pre-radiation therapy
Teeth involved in jaw fractures
Esthetics
Economics
CONTRAINDATION FOR TOOTH EXTRACTION

 Generally speaking the exodontia is contraindicated in the
following two situations:
1-systematic contraindications
2-local contraindications.
1- Systematic contraindications
 Before any attempts to exodontia the operator must not
undergo the extraction if one of the contraindication is
present:
- Severe uncontrolled metabolic diseases (e.g.
diabetes mellitus)
- Patients who have uncontrolled leukemia and
lymphomas.
- Severe uncontrolled cardiac diseases
- Pregnancy is a relative contraindication, patients
who are in the last or first trimester should have
their extraction differed if possible.
- Patients who have a severe bleeding diathesis such
as hemophilia or severe platelet disorders.
- Patient who are in current medications (e.g. anticoagulants).
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2- Local contraindications
- History for therapeutic radiation for cancer.
- Teeth that are located within an area of timer especially a
malignant tumor.
- Patients who have severe pericoronitis around an impacted
mandibular third molar.
- Against the common belief dental alveolar abscess is not a
contraindication.
CLINICAL STEPS
 Pre-operative assessment:
- Medical dental and social history
- Clinical dental and radiographic examination
- Assess need for antibiotic cover, steroid cover, and anticoagulant therapy modification.
 Check and confirm with the patient tooth to be extracted (time
out)
 Local anesthesia
 Extraction of teeth
- Check completion of roots
- Hemostasis achieved
 Post-operative instructions
 Records
PRE-OPERATIVE MEDICAL ASSESSMENT
 When evaluating a patient preoperatively it is critical that
operator examines the patients’ medical status.
 Patient’s condition may require treatment modification before
the required surgery may be perfumed safely.
 Special measures may be needed to control bleeding, prevent
infection and prevent worsening of the patients preexisting
disease state.
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Clinical Evaluation of Teeth for Removal
1-acces to tooth.
2-mobility of tooth
3-condition of crown
Radiographic examination of tooth:
Relationship of associated vital structures.
- Maxillary
-inferior alveolar nerve
- configuration of roots
- Curved
- Bulbous
- Hypercementosis
- condition of surrounding bone
 all of the above major factors must be weighed when estimating
the difficulty of the structure
 if any factor or combination or factors presents a level of difficulty
that seems too great, the dentist should refer patient to an oral
and maxilla facial surgeon
-









PATIENT AND SURGEON PREPARATION
Surgeon must prevent transmission of infection to their patients
or to themselves. The concept of universal precautions states that
all patients must be viewed as having blood bone diseases the can
be transmitted to the surgeon or surgical team.
To prevent this transmission surgical gloves, surgical mask and eye
wear with side shield are required
CHAIR POSITION FOR FORCEPS EXTRACTIONS
The position of the patient chair and operator are critical for
successful completion of the extraction. The best position is one
that is comfortable for both the patient and the surgeon and
allows the surgeon to have maximal control of the force that is
being delivered to the patients tooth through the forceps
The correct position allows the surgeon to keep the arms close to
the body and provides stability and support it also allows the
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surgeon to keep the wrist straight enough to deliver the force with
the arm and shoulder and not with the hand.
FOR THE EXTRACTION OF THE MANDIBULAR TEETH
The patient should be positioned in a more upright position so
that when the mouth is opened widely the occlusal plane is
parallel to the floor. The chair should be lower than for extraction
of the maxillary teeth below the elbow of the operator.
FOR A MAXILLARY TEETH EXTRACTION
The chair should be tipped backward so that the maxillary occlusal
plane is at an angle of about 60 degrees to the floor. The height of
the chair should be such that the patient’s mouth is at or slightly
below the operator shoulder level.
Position of the patient
For all teeth except the right mandibular teeth the operator
should stand at the right side of the patient
For the right mandibular teeth the operator should stand behind
the patient
THE ROLE OF THE LEFT HAND
Displacement of the adjacent soft tissues to prevent injury
Fix and support mandible and alveolar bone

FIGURE 23: AT MAXILLARY POSTERIOR
FIGURE 24: LEFT HAND AT MAXILLARY ANTERIOR
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FIGURE 25: AT MANDIBULAR ANTERIOR
FIGURE 26: AT MANDIBULAR POSTERIOR

ANATOMICAL CONSIDERATION OF EXODONTIA
 Maxillary central incisor
- Single conical root
- Straight and uniform
- A labial alveolar bone is thinner than the palatal alveolar bone
in all maxillary teeth
 Maxillary lateral incisors
- Single patterned root
- Distal curved at the apical third
- Root is narrower and mesio-distally than labial-palatal
 Maxillary canine
- It’s the longest and strongest of all teeth
- Single root mesial and distal surfaces are broad flat and grooved
- It forms the canine eminence which supports the cheeks
 Maxillary first premolar
- Approximately 60% have 2 thinned roots a buccal and palatal
roots
- Bifurcation is mesiodistal.
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EXTRACTION FORCEPS
Extraction forceps are designed to deliver teeth from the socket
Each forceps has a handle, a joint and a beak.
The forceps is held in the palm of the hand and the thumb is
placed between the handles
The handles are opened by the last one or two fingers and never
by the index finger
Hold the forceps as near to its free end as possible with all fingers
grasping from the outer surface except for the thumb.

FIGURE 27: FORCEPS GRIP

REQUIREMENT OF THE DENTAL FORCEPS (INTRA-ALVEOLAR
EXTRACTION)
 Dental extraction forceps has three components which is blades
and united together by a hinge joint
1- The serrated handles must possess suitable sized to rest
comfortably in the operators hand and should be long enough
to afford use of strong and steady extraction movements, also
it must be suitable in shape and design to suit the of the teeth.
2- The blades must be sharp to be introduced under the free gum
margin. In multi –rooted teeth the blades should be designed to
grip the different root patterns. The angulation design of the
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blades in relation to the joint and handles should be made to
facilitate gripping of the tooth at CEJ.
MAXILLARY EXTRACTION FORCEPS
 The handle and the beaks are at 180 degree to each other i.e. in a
straight line.
1- MAXILLARY ANTERIOR FORCEPS
 They have identical beaks that are closed straight flat and broad
 The beaks are designed to confirm to facial and lingual root
contour just apical to cervical line.
 They are used to extract the maxillary incisors and canines.

FIGURE 28: MAXILLARY ANTERIOR






2- MAXILLARY PREMOLAR FORCEPS:
They have identical beaks that are concave on the side of the
facing the operator.
The beaks are broad and open
They are used for extraction of premolars
The curvature of the blades is to access the premolars placed
posteriorly in the arch.
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FIGURE 29: MAXILLARY PREMOLAR

3- Maxillary molars(right and left)
 The beaks of these forceps are not identical one beak is rounded
and the other one is pointed.
 The pointed beak engages the groove between the buccal roots
and the rounded one engages the palate surface below cementsenamel junction.
 When viewed if the pointed beaks to the left of the operator it is
right sided force and vice versa.

FIGURE 30: MAXILLARY MOLARS

4- Maxillary cow horn forceps:
 These forceps have unidentical beaks one of which has pointed tip
and other one has bifid pointed tip.
 The single pointed tip engages the furcation between the two
buccal roots and other bifid pointed tip engages the palatal root.
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 It is paired forceps ,the beaks are curved towards the operator
while viewing the concave surface of the beaks the bifid beaks will
be on the right for maxillary right side forceps and vice versa.
 They are used for maxillary teeth where there is extensive
destruction of the crown but roots are not separate.

FIGURE 31: MAXILLARY COW
HORN











5- Maxillary anterior root forceps:
They have identical straight slender and closed beaks.
They are used primarily for extraction of stumps of maxillary
anterior teeth.
6- Maxillary posterior root forceps:
They are similar to the anterior root forceps but like the premolar
forceps they have curvature towards the operator for access
posteriorly.
They are used primarily for extraction of stumps of maxillary
anterior teeth.
7- Bayonet forceps:
They have identical pointed angulated and closed beaks. The
length of the beaks varies from long to short.
According to the thickness of the beak they can be classified into
thick beaks and thin beaks by bayonet forceps. The thick forceps
is used not remove maxillary posterior root stumps that are not
separate while the thin beak forceps are used to remove single
roots.
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FIGURE 32: BAYONET

MANDIBULAR EXTRACTION FORCEPS
1-Mandibular anterior forceps:
 The mandibular anterior forceps have identical broad,
short close beaks. The joint is a joint unlike most forceps
have box joint
 They are used for extraction of mandibular anterior teeth.

FIGURE 33: MANDIBULAR ANTERIOR

2-mandibular premolar forceps:
 The mandibular premolar forceps have identical broad open
beaks that are longer than the beaks of the anterior forceps.
 They are used for extraction of mandibular premolar teeth.

FIGURE 34: MANDIBULAR PREMOLAR
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3-mandibular molar forceps:
 They have identical broad open beaks that are longer than the
beaks of anterior forceps
 They are used for extracting mandibular molar teeth.

FIGURE 35: MANDIBULAR MOLAR







4-mandibular cow horn forceps
It is dental open beaks that resemble the horn of the cow. The
beaks are round and taper to the point.
The forceps grips the tooth at the furcation between the mesial
and the distal roots.
When pressure is applied and the beaks are closed the tooth is
located or literally squeezed out of the socket using buccal lingual
plates as the fulcrum.
They are used to remove grossly curiously mandibular molar with
extensive destruction of the crown.

FIGURE 36: MANDIBULAR COW HORN
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5-mandibular root forceps:
 These forceps have identical slender beaks that are closed. The
beaks are longer than that of the premolar forceps to enable to
take a deep grip on the root.
 They are used to remove root stumps of mandibular teeth.

FIGURE 37: MANDIBULAR ROOT

DENTAL ELEVATORS
 The dental elevators are used to luxate the teeth from socket
prior to application of the forceps. In addition elevators also
expands the bony socket facilitating tooth extraction.
 They are also used to remove root remnants from the extraction
socket
 The elevator has three components :
1. The handle
2. The Shank and
3. The blade.
 Depending on the size and shape of the blades the elevators can
be classified as :
1. Straight or gouge type
2. Triangular type
3. Pick type.
COMMONLY USED ELEVATORS
 Straight Elevators (Coupland, London Pattern):
 Straight elevators are most commonly used for luxation of teeth.
The blades have concave surface on one side, which faces the
tooth to be elevated. Sometimes blade can be at the angle of
shank, allowing the instrument to reach the posterior areas of the
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oral cavity. Common examples of these elevators are, the Miller
and the Potts elevator.

FIGURE 38: STRAIGHT ELEVATOR

 Cryer’s Elevator:
 Cryer’s elevator is a straight elevators with a triangular blade.
 The working tip is angulated, with one convex and another flat
surface.
 The flat surface is the working side. It is based on lever and the
wedge principle.

FIGURE 39: CRYER’S ELEVATOR

 Uses
1. For extraction of root stumps of mandibular molars when one
root is removed and the other left behind.
2. For extraction of mandibular molar root stumps when both the
roots are present but one fractured at a lower level than the other
or when the furcation is intact.
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 Two separate elevators are available for the mesial and distal
angles to the handle.
 Winter’s Elevator:
 It is a crossbar elevator. The shank is at right angles to the handle.
The working tip is at an angle to the shank. The blade has flat and
convex surface. The flat surface is the working surface and is
placed facing to be elevated. It work on the wheel and axel
principle.

FIGURE 40: WINTER'S ELEVATOR

 Uses: To luxate the mandibular molar teeth.
 Winter Cryer’s Elevator
 The elevator is cross bar elevator with triangular blade. It works
on wheel, axel and wedge principle.

Apexo Elevators:
 Apexo Elevators are straight one and have a biangulated and
sharp, straight working tip. They are paired elevator for mesial
and distal roots. They can be used to remove maxillary root
stumps.
 Hockey Stick or London Hospital Elevator:
 It has working blade at an angulation to the shank, but the blade
at an angulation to the shank, but the blade is straight, rather than
triangular, and has convex and a flat surface.
 The flat surface is working surface and the transverse serration
on it for better contact with the root stump.
 When viewed the instrument look like a hockey stick.
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FIGURE 41: APEXO ELEVATOR









MECHANICAL PRINCIPALS INVOLVED IN TOOTH EXTRACTION
The removal of teeth from the alveolar process employs the use
of the following mechanical principals and simple machines.
1-lever
2-wedge
3-wheel and axe
First class lever transforms small force and large movement to
small movement and large force.
The wedge can be used to expand split and displace portions of
substance that remove it.
The beaks of the forceps act as wedge to expand alveolar bone
and displace tooth in occlusal direction.
Small straight elevator used as wedge to displace tooth root from
its socket.
The triangular elevator in role of wheel and axel machine used to
retrieve root from socket.

PROCEDURE FOR CLOSED EXTRACTION
 The closed technique is the most frequently used technique and
is given primary consideration for almost every extraction.
 The open technique is used when the clinician believes that
excessive force is necessary to remove the tooth or when
substantial amount of the crown is missing and access to the root
of the tooth is difficult.
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 Whatever technique is chosen, the three fundamental
requirement for a good extraction remain the same:
1-adequate access and visualization of the field of the
surgery.
2-an unimpeded pathway for the removal of the way.
3-the use of controlled force to lunate and remove the
tooth.
FIVE GENERAL STEPS MAKE UP THE CLOSEDEXTRACTION PROCEDURE












Step 1:
Loosening of the soft tissue attachment from the tooth.
The purpose of loosening the soft tissue from the tooth is twofold.
First it allows the surgeon to ensure that profound anesthesia has
been achieved.
The second reason that the soft tissue is loosened as it allows the
tooth-extraction forceps to be positioned more apically without
interference from impingement on the soft tissue of the gingiva.
Step 2:
Luxation of the tooth with a dental elevator, usually the straight
elevator expansion and dilation of the alveolar bone and tearing
of periodontal ligament require that the tooth be located in
several ways.
Luxation of teeth with a straight elevator should be performed
with caution. Excessive forces can damage or even displace the
teeth adjacent to these being extracted. This is especially true if
the adjacent tooth has a large restoration or canoes lesion.it must
be kept in mind than this only the initial step in the extraction
process and that forceps is the major instrument for tooth
luxation and removal in most situations
Step 3:
Adaptation of the forceps to the tooth, the proper forceps is then
chosen for the tooth to be extracted.
The forceps is then seated onto the tooth so that tips of the
forceps beaks grasps the root underneath the loosen soft tissue
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 The beaks of the forceps must be held parallel to the long axis of
the tooth so that the forceps generated by the application of
pressure to the forceps handle can be delivered along the long
axis to the tooth for maximal effectiveness in dilating and
expanding the alveolar bone. If the beaks are not parallel to the
long axis of the tooth, it is increasingly likely that the tooth root
would fracture.
 The forceps is then forced apically as far as possible to grasp the
root of the tooth as apically as possible. This accomplishes two
things
1. The beaks of the forceps act as wedge to dilate the crystal
bone on the buccal and lingual aspect.
2. by forcing the beak apically, the center of rotation (or
fulcrum) of the forces applied to the tooth is displaced
toward the apex of the tooth, which results in greater
effectiveness of bone expansion and less likelihood of
fracturing the apical end of the tooth.`
3. At this point the surgeons hand should be grasping the
forceps firmly, with the wrist locked and then arm held
against the body, the surgeon should be prepared to apply
force with the shoulder and upper arm without any wrist
pressure. The surgeon should be standing straight, with the
feet comfortably apart.
STEP 4:


Luxation of the tooth with the forceps.



The major portion of the force is directed towards the thinnest
and therefore bone. Thus in the maxilla and all but the molar teeth
in the mandible, the major movement is labial and buccal. The
surgeon uses slow, steady force to displace the tooth bucally.
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The motion is deliberate and slow, and it gradually increases in
force. The tooth is then moved again toward the opposite
direction with slow, deliberate pressure.



As the alveolar bone begins to expand, the forceps is apically
reseated with a strong, deliberate motion which causes additional
expansion of the alveolar bone and further displaces the center of
the rotation apically. Buccal and lingual pressures continue to
expand the alveolar socket.



The following three factors must be reemphasized :
1. The force must be apically seated as far as possible and
reseated periodically during the extraction.
2. The forces applied in the buccal and lingual should be slow
deliberate pressure and not jerky wiggles, and
3. The forces should be held for several seconds to allow the
bone time to expand. It must be remembered that teeth are
not pulled, rather, they are gently lifted from the socket once
the alveolar process has been sufficiently expanded.

STEP 5:


Removal of the teeth from the socket once the alveolar bone has
expanded sufficiently and the tooth has been located, a slight
fractional force usually directed bucally, can be used. Fractional
force should be minimized, because this is the last motion that is
used once the alveolar process is sufficiently expanded and the
periodontal ligament completely severed
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The surgeon should realize that the major role of the forceps is
not to remove the tooth but rather to expand the bone so that
the tooth can be removed.

TEETH

TYPE

OF

EXTRACTOIN

MOVEMENTS

Upper central, lateral, first First apical, slight labial or
premolar

and

second buccal, slight palatal rotation

premolar

with fraction.

Upper molars

First apical, buccal, palatal
deliver the tooth bucally

Lower
canines,

central,
first

lateral, First apical, slight labial or
premolar, buccal slight lingual rotation

second premolar

with retraction

Lower molars

First apical, buccal, lingual
deliver the tooth bucally
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ARMAMENTARIUM FOR BASIC ORAL SURGERY
 Instruments for incising tissue
-

Instruments for making an incision are the scalpel, which is
composed of a handle and a disposable sterile sharp blade.
The most commonly used handle is the No.3 occasionally the
longer, more slender No.7 handle will be use.

-

Scalpel is held in pen grasp to allow maximal control

-

Scalpel is used in cases of impaction, extraction, biopsy,
frenectomy, gingivoplasty, alveoplasty, incision and drainage,
and apicoetomy.

-

For safety, blades are placed and removed from the metal
handle with a hemostant or a specially designed scalpel blade
remover.

-

Used blades should be disposed of in a sharp container.

FIGURE 42: SCALPEL

Instruments for Elevating Mucoperiosteum:
-

After an incision through mucoperiosteum has been made,
the mucosa and periosteal should be reflected from the
underlying bone in a single layer with a periosteal elevator.

-

The instrument that is most commonly used is the No.9 Molt
periosteal elevator. This instrument has a sharp, pivoted end
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and broader flat end. The pivoted end is used to reflect dental
papillae from between teeth, and the broader end is use for
elevating the tissue from the bone.

FIGURE 43: MUCOPERIOSTEAL ELEVATOR

FIGURE 44: SOFT TISSUE ELEVATOR

Instrument for controlling hemorrhage:


When incisions are being made through tissue, small arteries and
veins are being incised, causing bleeding that may require more
than simple pressure to control. When this is necessary, an
instrument called hemostat is being used.

FIGURE 45: HEMOSTAT
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Instrument for grasping tissue:


In performing soft tissue surgery it is frequently necessary to
stabilize soft tissue flaps to pass a suture needle. In some types of
surgery, especially when removing larger amounts of fibrous
tissue, such as in an epulis, forceps with locking handles and teeth
that will grip the tissue firmly are necessary. In this situation the
Allis tissue forceps are being used.

FIGURE 46: ALLIS TISSUE FORCEPS

Instruments for bone removing:
1. Rangers-end-cutting and side-cutting:


These instruments are used to cut and contour bone –remove
sharp edges of alveolar crests after extractions for better contour
of alveolar ridges; remove exocytosis.



It has scissor-type handle, cutting edges on top edge of beaks.



It is also used in multiple extractions, alveolectomy or alveoplasty.



During use, bone will accumulate around cutting edges. Assistant
should wipe working edge with 4 by 4 periodically to remove
debris.
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FIGURE 47: RANGERS

2. Bone chisel and mallet:


It is used to remove bone for better contour of alveolar
ridge; remove bone.

FIGURE 48: MALLET

FIGURE 49: BONE CHISEL

3. Bone file:


It is used to smooth bone for better contour of alveolar
ridge, often following use of rangers.
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It has a straight or curved working ends, crosscuts or
straight cutting ridges, and double ended.

FIGURE 50: BONE FILE

Instruments for removing soft tissue from bony defects:
Tissue scissors-dean


It is used to remove excess diseased soft tissue. Also used to cut
suture after knots are tied during suture placement.

FIGURE 51: TISSUE SCISSORS-DEAN

Instrument for suturing mucosa
1. Needle holders


It is used to hold suture needle



It is similar to hemostat but with a concave area on inside of each
beak to allow for curve of suture needle.
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FIGURE 52: NEEDLE HOLDER

2. Suture needle


Cutting needle



Non cutting needle



Reverse cutting

FIGURE 53: SUTURE NEEDLE

SEQUENCE OF EXTRACTIONS
In dental practice, when multiple extractions are to be carried out, a
particular order has to be followed:
1) Maxillary extractions before mandibular extractions
2) Posterior extractions before anterior teeth.
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Since anesthesia becomes effective in the maxillary early,
maxillary teeth are extracted first. Also debris, such as enamel or
amalgam fragments can’t be lost into open mandibular sockets.



The most posterior teeth are removed first for better visibility as
hemorrhage tends to collect in the posterior region.

3) In a mouth containing teeth difficult to extract, the first molar and
canine teeth are extracted after their adjacent teeth are removed
so that better purchase can be made on the tooth and advantage
can be taken of alveolar plate expansion resulting from adjacent
extraction. These two teeth are encased in the so called bony
pillars of the face.
ORDER OF EXTRACTION
 In order to perform multiple extractions the following order
should be followed:
 87654321
NUMBER OF TEETH TO BE EXTRACTED AT ONE APPOINTMENT


In healthy patient who requires full mouth extractions, posterior
teeth in the maxilla and mandible on one side can be removed on
first visit. If on immediate denture will not be made, occasionally
the mandibular canine will be removed too, so that an infiltration
anesthetic can be given to remove incisor later.



Further extractions should not be done earlier than a week, at
which time swelling and discomfort would have subsided and
white cell count returned to normal. The posterior teeth on the
opposite side are extracted a week later. The anterior teeth are
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removed after another week, or whenever posterior wounds
healed well.
POST –OPERATIVE CARE AND PANTIENT INSTRUCTIONS
The following post extraction care must be considered after the
surgeon has a successful extraction(s):
1. Check the tooth and socket; ensure the tooth has been extracted
in total and no fragments of filling material, tooth or free bone
piece has left behind in or around the socket. If a periodical
abscess or granuloma is suspected it should be treated, so as to
prevent the formation of residual list.
2. Squeeze the socket walls by finger pressure. This serves two
purposes:
I.

Buccal and lingual aspects of the alveolar collapse towards
each other providing a u-shaped ridge which is ideal for
future dental prosthesis placement.

II.

Due to multiple tiny green stick fractures of the alveolar, it
controlled by finger pressure.

3. Establishing Homeostatic: A moist gauge pack, applied such that
it sits closely over the open socket and applies adequate pressure
on it when the jaws are closed should be given for 30 minutes and
patient encouraged not opening the mouth during this time. If the
patient has an urge to spit he should swallow the saliva. If
continued bleeding occurs, the following remedies can be used till
the dentist arrives- Biting on:


Warm soaked tea bag



Clean linen cloth soaked in vinegar for thirty minutes
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Rational for thirty minutes pressure



Although the clot forms in about 3-10, it takes about 30 minutes
for clot to get adequate stabilized so that it does not get dislodged
by gentle forces. By this time, 60% of serum of clot is expelled
from and it is stable enough not to get dislodged by gentle forces.

4. Patient should remove the gauge pack 30 minutes after extraction
and have ice cream or cold drinks.
5. Patient takes soft and cold drink or diet (fruit juices) on the day of
extraction and should not take hot beverages. Heat can cause
vasodilation and dislodgement of clot with subsequent dry socket.
6. Patient should be advised not to smoke or use straw for having
soft drink or juice as they create negative pressure in the oral
cavity which may dislodge the clot.
Warm saline mouth rinses should be started 24 hours after
extraction, by which time, 90% of clot retraction has taken place and
the clot will not get dislodged by forces of swishing; warm saline
serves the following functions
i.

Warmth causes vasodilation which helps to wash out the chemical
mediators of inflammation which cause pain, from the area.

ii.

Help subside edema by ex-osmosis, since it is hypertonic as
compared to tissue fluids. Also increase hypertonic drainage.

iii.

Induces hyperemia which helps to bring leukocytes, thus
strengthening first line of defense and preventing infections.

iv.

Promotes healing and eliminates objectionable odors and taste.

7. Avoidance of strenuous physical work, as this may restart the
bleeding.
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8. NSAIDs like ibuprofen (400mg t.d.s) for two days and thereafter
continued on S.D.S basis provide adequate analgesia and antiinflammatory. For those who are contraindicated in the use of
NSAIDs paracetamol is recommended.
9. Diet should be supplemented by vitamin B complex and C, for 10
days, as reduced intake and increased excretion of vitamin C due
to salicylate therapy, may interfere with normal healing
mechanism.
SURGICAL EXTRACTION
-

The surgical, or open extraction technique is the method used for
recovering roots that were fractured during routine extraction or
teeth and cannot be extracted by the routine closed methods for
a variety of reasons.
PRINCIPAL OF FLAP DESIGN, DEVELOPMENT AND MANAGEMENT



The term local flap indicates a section of soft tissue that:
1. Is outlined by a surgical incision,
2. Carries its own blood supply
3. Allows surgical access to the underlying tissue
4. Can be replaced in the original position
5. Can be maintained with sutures and is expected to heal



Surgical flap are made to gain surgical access to an area or to move
tissue from one place to another.



Several basic principles of flap design must be followed to prevent
the complications of flap surgery: flap necrosis, demi science and
tearing.
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PREVENTION OF FLAP NECROSIS


Flap necrosis can be prevented if the surgeon attends to four basic
principles:
1. The apex (tip) of the flap should never be wider than the base,
unless a major artery is present in the base.
2. Generally, the length of a flap should be no more than twice
the width of the base
3. When possible, an axial blood supply should be included in the
base of the flap.
4. The base flap should not be excessively twisted, stretched or
grasped with anything that might damage the vessel, because
these movements can compromise the blood supply feeding
and draining the flap.
PREVENTION OF FLAP DEHISCENCE

Flap dehiscence (separation) is prevented by:
1. Approximating the edges of the flap over healthy bone
2. Gently handing the flaps edges, and by not placing the flap
under tension
PREVENTION OF FLAP TEARING


Tearing of a flap is common complication of the inexperienced
surgeon who attempts to perform a procedure using a flap that
provides insufficient access. Because a properly repaired long
incision heals just as quickly as a short one, it is preferable to
create a flap at the onset of surgery that is larger enough for the
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surgeon to avoid either tearing it or interrupting surgery to
enlarge it.
TISSUE HANDLING


The difference between an acceptable and an excellent surgical
outcome often rest on how the surgeon handles the tissues.
Avoid:
1. Excessive pooling or crushing
2. Extreme of temperature
3. Desiccation
4. The use of un physiological chemicals
HEMOSTASIS

Prevention of excessive blood loss during in important for:
1. Preserving a patients oxygen carrying capacity
2. Visibility
3. Prevention of hematoma formation
Problems of hematoma are:


Hematoma place pressure on wounds



Decreasing vascularity



They increase tension on wound edge



They act as culture media, potentiating the development of
wound infection.
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Means of promoting hemostasis:
1. By placing a hemostat on a bleeding vessel.
2. By the use of heat to cause the ends of cut vessels to fuse closed
(thermal coagulation).
3. By suture ligation.
4. By placement of a pressure dressing over the wound.
5. By placing vasoconstrictive substances such as epinephrine in the
wound or by applying procoagulants such as commercial
thrombin or collagen on the wound.
DEAD SPACE MANAGEMENT


Dead space in a wound is any area that remains devoid of tissue
after closure of the wound.



Dead space in a wound usually fills with blood, which creates
hematoma with a high potential of infection.



Dead space can be eliminated in four ways:

1. The first is by suturing tissue planes together to maximize postoperative void.
2. A second method is to place a pressure dressing over the
repaired wound.
3. The third way to eliminate dead space is to place packing into the
void until bleeding has stopped and then remove the packing.
4. The fourth means of preventing dead space is through the use of
drains.
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DECONTAMINATION AND DEBRIDEMENT


Bacteria invariably contaminate all wounds that are open in
the external or oral environment. Because the risk of infection
rises with increased size of an inoculum, one way to lessen the
chance of wound infection is to decrease the bacterial count.
This is easily accomplished by repeatedly irrigating the wound
during surgery and closure.
EDEMA CONTROL



Edema occurs after surgery as a result of tissue injury



Two variables help to determine the degree of post-surgical
edema.



First the greater the amount of tissue injury, the greater the
amount of edema.



Second, the looser connective tissue that is contained in the
injured region, the more edema is present.



Short term, high dose systemic corticosteroids can be
administered to the patient and have an impressive ability to
lessen inflammation and transudation (and thus edema).However
corticosteroids are useful for edema control only if administration
is begun is damaged.
PATIENT GENERAL HEALTH AND NUTRITION



Proper wound healing depends on a patient’s ability to resist
infection, to provide essential nutrients for use as building
material and to carry out reparative cellular processes.
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The surgeon can help improve the patient chances of having nor
healing of and elective surgical wound by evaluating and
optimizing the patient’s general health status before surgery for
malnourished patients, this includes improving the nutritional
status.
PRINCIPAL OF FLAP DESIGNING



Intraoral surgical flaps are made to gain surgical access to the area
to be operated or to move tissues from one place to another.
Indications:



For basic oral surgical procedures to allow complete visualization
of the operative field and to access osseous tissues, whenever
required.
TYPES OF MUCOPERIOSTEAL FLAP USED FOR SURGICAL
EXTRACTIONS
1. Envelope flap
2. Three cornered flap
3. Four cornered flap
4. Semilunar flap
5. Submarginal scalloped Flap
6. Palatal Pedicle Flap

1. ENVELOPE FLAP


The envelope flap is the most common type of flap.



The incision is made to any length (depending on the amount of
exposure needed) intraoral around the necks of teeth along the
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free gingival margin on the buccal or lingual aspect including the
interdental papillae.


The entire mucoperiosteal is raised by using periosteal elevator to
a point to the apical one third of the tooth.



This is mainly used for surgical extraction of tooth or root.

FIGURE 54: ENVELOPE FLAP

2. Three cornered flap


This is the modification of the earlier flap to improve the visibility
and access.



An additional vertical incision is added in the opposite direction
from the earlier release.



Here, care should be taken that the basic of the flap should be
wider than the apex to ensure good blood supply.

FIGURE 55: THREE CORNER FLAP
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3. Four cornered flap


The four cornered flap is an enveloped incision with two releasing
incisions.



Two corners are at the superior aspect of the releasing incision
and two corners are at either ends of the envelope component of
the incision.



Although this flap provides substantial access in areas that have
limited anterioposterior dimensions, it is rarely indicated



When releasing incisions are necessary, a three cornered flap
usually suffices.

FIGURE 56: FOUR CORNER FLAP

4. Semilunar flap


Whenever the periodicals area is required to be exposed to carry
out periodicals surgery, this flap is designed.



Again the base of the flap is broader than the apex and thaw
suture line should not line on the bony defect.



The incision is take at least 5mm way from the free gingival
margin.



This flap is useful to avoid damage to interdental papilla and to
prevent periodontal postsurgical defects.
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In case of crowing of the teeth, suturing is not a problem with this
flap.



The only disadvantage of this flap is that often lies in the bony
defects.

FIGURE 57: SEMI LUNAR FLAP

5. Submarginal scalloped Flap
•

Formed by scalloped horizontal incision in attached gingival with
vertical releasing incisions.

•

Scalloping corresponds to the contour of the marginal gingiva.

•

There must be an adequate band of attached gingiva present (3-5
mm).

Advantages
It does not involve marginal or interdental gingiva
→ No expose crestal bone → gingival recession is minimized.
Disadvantages
1. Inability to extend flap, if needed.
2. Disruption of blood supply to marginal gingival tissues must rely
on collateral circulation (which may not exist-resulting in
sloughing of marginal gingiva)
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3. Possible delayed healing, scarring and flap shrinkage may be seen.
4- Difficult to visualize and treat periodontal defects and root fracture

FIGURE 58: SUBMARGINAL SCALLOPED FLAP

6. Palatal Pedicle Flap
•

It is a long and somewhat narrow, mobilizes from one area and
then rotates to fill a soft tissue defect in another area.

•

Used primarily for closure of oroantral communications.

 Disadvantages:
1. A great deal of bleeding may be associated with this flap and
thus an electrocautery is necessary.
2. Potential for necrosis and rejection is great when the GPA is
kinked or transected.
3. Healing at the donor site may take 2 to 3 months.
 Advantages:
•

It is a tough full thickness flap that has a rich blood supply
when the greater palatine artery (GPA) is included in the flap.
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FIGURE 59: PALATAL PEDICLE FLAP

BONE REMOVAL AND SECTIONING OF TEETH


Bone should be removed and (or) sectioned to create access and
unimpeded path of removal of tooth.



Rotary instruments are usually used for removal of bone and
sectioning of teeth.



Under general anesthesia chisels and osteotomy may be used



Bur technique:


Either No.7/8 round bur or a straight No. 703 fissure bar is
used. Either of these burs can be used for bone removal of
for sectioning of a tooth.



Burs should be always used along with copious saline
irrigation to avoid thermal trauma to the bone.

FIGURE 60: BUR TECHNIQUE
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Tooth sectioning:


Reduces the amount of bone removal required prior to elevation
of the tooth



Reduces the rise of damage to the neighboring teeth.



Planned sectioning permits the parts of the tooth to be removed
separately in an atraumatic manner by creating space into which
it is displaced and the remaining crown or root segment removed.



Can be performed either with a bur or chisel. Bur use is preferable
mallet blows may give psychological discomfort to the patient.



The tooth is usually sectioned one-half to three fourth with the
bur and then it is completely sectioned with the elevator.
SUTURING







Any surgical procedure involves the creation of a wound and
subsequent closure by repositioning and securing the surgical
flaps by suturing to allow optimum healing
A suture is a strand or thread of material used to approximately
tissue and also to ligate blood vessels. To suture is the act of
seizing or bringing tissue or flap edges together and holding them
in a position until normal healing takes place. Sutures also help
the wound to withstand normal functional stress and to resist
wound reopening.
CLASSFICATION
Sutures can be broadly divided into
1. Absorbable
o All suture materials that are digested by the body enzymes
or are hydrolyzed by the tissue fluids are absorbable. They
can be further classified into natural and synthetic.
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2. Non absorbable
o Sutures that cannot be digested by tissue enzymes and are
encapsulated or walled off are non-absorbable. Non
absorbable sutures material can also be classified into
natural, metallic and synthetic.
Non absorbable sutures:


These surgical thread are fabricated either from natural, metallic
or synthetic materials.

Silk


It is derived from the cocoon of the silk worm larvae. It is basically
a protein like keratin of hair and skin and is covered initially by an
aluminous layer.
 This layer is removed by the process of degumming prior to
making of sutures.
 The suture is brooded round core and loaded with wax to reduce
capillary action.
Linen



It is made of flax and cellulose material. It is natural cellulose
polymer.
It is twisted to form a fiber to make a suture. Tissue reaction is
similar to silk and the material handles and knots well.

Cotton



It is derived from hair of the seed of the cotton plant
Like linen, it is twisted to from a suture. Tissue reaction is like silk
and Lenin tends to be polymorph nuclear cellular type.
Polyesters



These fibers are better known as terylene and Dacron
They are chemically extruded from a polymer and braided to form
sutures
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They have extremely high tensile strength which tends to be
retained indent finitely, hence it has become the suture of the
choice in cardiovascular surgical procedure
Polypropylene;


This fiber is known as prone. It is a monofilament and is chemically
extruded from a purified and dyed polymer.
It has an extremely high tensile strength, which is retains
indefinitely on implantation and has extremely low tissue
reactivity
ABSORBABLE SUTURE MATERIAL



1. Polyglycolic acid:


It is formed by the monomer, glycolic acid and linking it together
to form a polymer, polyglycolic acid, and this comes from the
family of sugar.

2. Polyglycton:


It is a copolymer of lactase and glycoside lactic acid belongs to
the family as milk product.

3. Vicryl plus:


Polyglaction 910 coated, braided synthetic absorbable
antibacterial suture.
SUTURING TECHNIQUES

1. Interrupted suture-slag suture:


The suture is passed through both the edges at an equal depth
and distance from the incision , needle penetration should be
3mm from the wound edges and the knot is tied



It is the most commonly used suture in dental platies



It is strong and can be used in areas of stress
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Each suture is independent and the loosening of one suture will
not produce the loosening of the other.



If the wound becomes infected or there is hematoma formation
removal of a few sutures may offer a satisfactory treatment.

FIGURE 61: 1.INTERRUPTED SUTURE-SLAG SUTURE

2. Continuous over and over suture:


Initially a simple interacted sutures placed and the needle is then
reinserted in a continues fashion such that the suture passes
perpendicular to the incision line below and obliquely above



The suture is ended by passing a knot over enlightened end of the
tissue suture



It provides a rapid a rapid technique o for closure and distributes
the tension uniformly over the suture line



It also offers a more water tight closure
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FIGURE 62: CONTINUOUS OVER AND OVER SUTURE

3-Continues locking suture:


This technique is the same as the continues suture but locking is
provided by withdrawing the suture through its own loop



The suture thus passes perpendicular to the incision line



The locking prevents the excessive tightening of the suture as the
wound closure progresses.
Mattress Suture:








The suture may be horizontal or vertical. These are used in areas
where tension free flap closure may not be accomplished
Matter suture are used to re resist muscle pull, averts the wound
edges and to adopt the tissue flaps tightly to the underlying
structures.
HORIZONTAL MATTRES SUTURES
The needle is passed from one edge of the incision to another and
again from the latter edge to the first edge in a horizontal manner
and a knot is tied.
This suture provide the broad contact of the wound margins e.g.
closure of extraction socket wounds
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FIGURE 63: HORIZONTAL MATTRES SUTURES

VERTCAL MATTRES SUTURE




It is similar to the horizontal matters except that all the factors
remaining constant, the depth of penetration varies that is
when the needle is brought back from the second flap to the
first, the depth of penetration is more superficial.
It is used for closing deep wounds.

FIGURE 64: VERTCAL MATTRES SUTURE

FIGURE OF 8 SUTURES


The figure of 8 sutures can be used for the extraction socket
closure as well as for adoption of the ginger papilla around the
tooth.
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FIGURE 65: VERTCAL MATTRES SUTURE

SUTURE REMOVAL




The suture is grasped with an instrument and lifted above the
epithelial surface.
The scissors are then passed through one loop and transected to
the surface. The suture is then pulled out.
Skin sutures are usually removed after a period of 7 to 10 days
depending upon the mucosal sutures is removed between 5 and
7 days.

MANAGEMENT OF IMPACTED TEETH
Definition:


An impacted tooth can be defined as a tooth which is completely
or partially unerupted and is portioned against another tooth,
bone or a soft tissue so that its eruption is unlikely.



An unerupted tooth includes both an impacted tooth and teeth
that are in normal process of development and its eruption is not
yet reached.



An embedded tooth: is used inter changeable with the impacted
tooth but generally it describes the condition that the tooth is
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lacking the eruption force in cases of absence of obvious causes
of impaction.
ETOLOGY OF IMPACTION
a. Inadequate dental arch length and space in which the tooth erupt
b. Irregularity is position of adjacent teeth causing pressure on the
erupting one
c. Long standing chronic inflammation causing severe fibrosis and
dense mucous membrane covering the impacted teeth.
d. Long retention of deciduous teeth
e. Pre mature loss of deciduous teeth
f. Systemic causes like rickets, anemia, endocrine, infection, cleft
palate, cleidocranial dysostosis and congenital syphilis.
FREQUENCY OF IMPACTION







The order of frequency of impacted teeth is as follows:
Mandibular and maxillary third molar, because they are the last
teeth to erupt.
The maxillary canine and mandibular premolars
Maxillary premolars
Maxillary central and lateral incisors.
Other teeth had been found impacted but in very rare occasions
GENERAL CONSIDERATION FOR REMOVAL OF IMPACTED TEETH






All impacted teeth should be considered for removal as soon as
the diagnosis is made.
The average age of eruption is 20 years, although the eruption
may continue in some patients until the age of 25.
This age some parameter should be used to make decision
Early removal reduces the postoperative modify and allow for
best healing
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If the impacted tooth is left in the alveolar process, it is highly
probable that one or more of problems will result; to prevent this
the impacted teeth should be removed.
INDICATIONS FOR REMOVAL OF IMPACTED TENTH

1. Prevention of periodontal disease
2. Prevention of dental caries
3. prevention of root resumption
4. Prevention of pericoronitis
5. Impacted teeth under prosthesis
6. Prevention of pain
7. Facilitation of orthodontic problems
8. Prevention of fracture of the jaws
9. Preparation of orthognathic surgery
10. Preparation for preprosthetic surgery
11. Prevention of odontogenic cysts and tumors
CLASSIFICATION OF IMPACTED TEETH
 The aims of classification are:
1. To determine the degree of difficulty preoperatively. The primary
factor determining the difficulty of removal is the accessibility.
This is determined by the ease of exposing the roots and
preparing a pathway for its removal.
2. To predict whether any extraordinary surgical approaches will be
necessary or if the patient will encounter any postoperative
problems.
MANDIBULAR THIRD MOLAR
The mandibular third molar can be classified according to:
A. Angulation: employ a description of angulation of the long axis of
the impacted teeth with the respect to the long axis of the 2nd
molar
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-

Mesio-angular

-

Horizontal angular

-

Vertical angular

-

Disto angular

FIGURE 66: -HORIZONTAL ANGULAR
FIGURE 67: -MESIO-ANGULAR

FIGURE 68: -DISTO ANGULAR
FIGURE 69:-VERTICAL ANGULAR

B. Relation to the anterior border of the ramus:
-

Another method of classification is based on the amount of
impacted tooth that is covered with the bone of the
mandibular ramus.

-

This classification is known as Pell and Gregory classification:
o Class 1
o Class 2
o Class 3
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FIGURE 70: CLASS 2
FIGURE 71: CLASS 1

FIGURE 72: CLASS 3

Relationship to colossal plane:
 The depth of the impacted tooth composed with the height of the
adjacent 2nd molar provide the next classification system for
determining the difficulty of impacted removal
 This classification system was also suggested by Pell and Gregory
and is called Pell and Gregory A&B and C classification.
 Therefore, the three classification systems discussed are used in
conjunction to determine the difficulty for extraction, for
instance:
-

Mesio-angular impaction with class 1 position and class A
depth – easy to remove. However, as the ramus
relationship changes to class2 and B depth –difficulty
become greater.
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-

Horizontal impaction with class 2 position and class B
depth-moderate difficult extraction.

-

Disto-angular with class 3position and class C depth-most
difficult.

OTHER FACTORS AFFECTING THE DIFFICULTY OF THE IMPACTED
LOWER THIRD MOLARS
1- Root morphology
i. Root length
ii. Shape of the root. (fused, separate, or district)
iii. Root curvature
iv. Direction of root curvature
v. The total width of roots in mesiodistal direction
vi. Periodontal ligament space
2. Size of follicular sac
3. Density of the surrounding bone
4. Contact with mandibular 2nd molar.
5. Relationship to the inferior dental canal
6. Nature of the overlying tissue
o Soft tissue impaction
o Partial bony impaction
o Fully bony impaction
MAXILLARY THIRD MOLAR
 It can be classified according to
Angulation:






Vertical impaction –63%
Disto-angular impaction –25%
Mesio-angular impaction—12%
Transverse, inverted or horizontal position are rarely encountered
The same angulation in mandibular3rd molar attraction
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Vertical and disto-angular are easiest to remove while the mesioangular are the most difficult because much bone must be
removed in posterior aspect.
Depth:


The Pell and grapery A B and C classification used to diagnosis the
depth of the impaction in the mandibular also used in the
maxillary
 The depth has relation to maxillary sinus – so the impacted
maxillary 3rd molar position can be classified according to
 No sinus approximation: 2 mm or more of bone exists between
the floor of the sinus and the roots of the impacted molars.
Factors influencing the difficulty in the surgical removal of maxillary
impacted 3rd molar:


The same as in mandibular 3rd molar, but there are additional
factors.
1. Thin, non-fused with elastic curvature of roots.
2. Sinus approximation
3. Maxillary tuberosity



In maxillary 3rd molar removal of the maxillary tuberosity can
be fractured. Such fractures are possible when several factors
exist.
i.

Bone is denser and non-elastic in order patient thus
fractured

ii.

Large maxillary sinus, the surrounding alveolar bone more
susceptible to fracture when excessive force is applied
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iii.

Root morphology, divergent nonfused root require
excessive force to remove, fracture tuberosity is more
likely.

iv.

Mesio-angular impactions, increase the possibility of
fracture.
MAXILLARY CUSPID

 Class 1
-

Palatal impacted cuspid and these could be in vertical,
horizontal or semi-vertical.

 Class 2:
-

Labial impacted cuspid and this could be in vertical, horizontal
or semi-vertical.

 Class 3
-

Impacted cuspid located in both palatal and labial surfaces of
maxilla.

 Class 4
-

Impacted capsid located in the alveolar process, usually
vertically between the incisor and the first bicuspid.

 Class 5:
-

Present in the edentulous maxilla and may assume any of the
previous 3 classes.
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SURGICAL REMOVAL OF IMPACTED TEETH
Pre-operative assessment:


Case history

 Clinical examination
 Radiographic examination
 Periodical
 Colusa
 Panoramic
Radiographic localization
Localization of the inferior dental canal in relation to the apices of
lower third molar:
 Tube shift technique
- Can be used to determine whether the inferior dental canal is
medial, lateral to or below the impacted teeth.
 Franks technique
- The vertical angle is shifted upward 25 degree, this makes the
sit ant object moves downward in relation to an object in the
foreground
 Clarks shift technique (horizontal shift)
- To detect the impacted molar, if it is local or lingual- distal shift
– the 3rd molar image move mesial—tooth is in the buckle side.
 Localization of the maxillary cusped and premolars:
- Shift sketch technique
- The procedure involves exposure and process two or more
periapical radiograph of the same area and shifting the tube
horizontally between the exposures.
- If the un-erupted tooth moves in same direction which the tube
is shifted. The object on the palatal side, but if it moves in
opposite direction in which the tube is shifted, the object is in
buckle side.
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Surgical procedures


The principles and steps for removing the impacted teeth are the
same for other surgical extraction, meanwhile it is important to
keep in mind several distinct differences
1. The amount of bone removal is substantially greater
2. The bone around the impacted tooth (especially the lower 3rd
molar) is much denser, its removal requires better
instrumentation and higher degree of surgical skill.
3. Majority of cases need tooth sectioning requiring proper
instrumentation and skills
 five basic steps make up the technique:


Reflecting adequate mucoperiosteal flap for accessibility.



Removal of the overlying bone



Sectioning of the bone



Delivery of the tooth



Debridement of the wound and wound closure.

Post-operative patient management.
1. Adequate pain control intraoperative, some surgeons prefer using
G.A or deep sedation.
2. Proper pain control for 3 to 4 days postoperatively
3. To minimize the swelling common after surgical removal:
-

Parenteral steroids of single dose of 8mg dexamethasone
preoperatively

-

Cold packs on the face for 20 minutes or hours 5-7 times in the
day of surgery to reduce the swelling caused by surgical
removal.
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4. Proper antibiotic therapy.
5. Antiseptic mouth wash.
6. Fluid and soft diet
7. Good oral hygiene.
8. The edema is obvious after 24 hours –warm fomentation.
9. Structure removal after 5-7 days.
COMPLICATIONS ASSOCIATED WITH SURGICAL REMOVAL OF
IMPACTED TEETH
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Laceration of the soft tissue
Affection of the alveolar bone
Fracture of the jaw
Fracture tube rosily
Complication related to injury of adjacent structures
 Injury to the inferior dental canal
 Damage to the nasal floor
 Involvement of maxillary sinus
6. Uncommon complications:
 Pushing an impacted maxillary 3rd molar into petropalatine fossa
 Pushing an impacted mandibular 3rd molar into submandibular space
 Aspiration and swallowing of an impacted teeth.
MANAGEMENT OF SURGICAL COMPLICATION



The best and the easiest way to manage a complication is to
prevent it from happening
Prevention of surgical complication is best accomplished by a
through preoperative assessment and comprehensive treatment
plan.
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It is important to realize that even with such planning,
complications occasionally occur.
In situation in which the dentist has planned carefully,
complications are often expected and can be managed in a
routine manner.
For example, when extracting a maxillary first premolar, which
has long thin roots it is for easier to remove the buckle root than
the palatial root, therefore the surgeon uses more force toward
the Bacall root rather than the palatal root, and subsequent
retrieval is easier.
Surgeons must perform surgery that is within their own ability.
Surgeons must therefore carefully evaluate their training and
ability before deciding to perform a specific surgery task



One of the primary ways to prevent complications is by taking
adequate radiographs and reviewing the carefully.



After careful examination of the radiographs, the surgeon must
concessionary alter the treatment plan to prevent the
complication that might be anticipated with a routine forceps
(close) extraction. Instead, the surgeon should consider surgical
approaches to removing teeth in such cases.



Through preoperative instructions and explanations for patient
are essential in preventing the majority of complications that
occur in the post-operative period. It the instructions are not
thoroughly explained or their importance made clear, the patient
is less likely to follow them.



Finally, to keep complications at a minimum, the surgeon must
always follow the basic surgical principles.
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SOFT TISSUE INJURIES















The operator should prevent himself from injury of the soft tissue
during the surgical procedures by:
Pay stick attention to soft tissue injuries
Develop adequately sized flaps
Use minimal force for reaction of soft tissue
TEARING MUCOSAL FLAP
The most common soft tissue injury is the leaking of mucosal flap
during surgical extraction of a tooth this is usually the result of an
inadequately sized envelope flap, which is treated beyond the
tissue ‘s ability to stretch.
In most patients, carefully suturing of the tear results in
adequately but delayed healing.
PUNTURE WOUND OF SOFT TISSUE
The second soft issue injury that occurs with some frequently is
inadvertent puncturing of the soft tissue. Instrument such as
straight elevator or periosteal elevator, may slip from the surgical
field and puncture or tear in to adjacent soft tissue.
When a puncture wound does not occur, the treatment is aimed
primary at preventing infection and allowing healing to occur,
usually by secondary intention .if the wounds bleeds excessively,
should be controlled by direct pressure on the soft tissue. Once
homeostatic is achieved, the wound is usually left open not
sutured, so that if the same, infection were to occur, there would
be an adequate pathways for drainage.
STRETCH OR ABRASION INJURY
Abrasions or burns of the lips and corners of the mouth are usually
the results of rotating shank of the bur ribbing on the soft tissue.
When the surgeon is focused on the cutting end of the bar, the
assistant should be aware of the location of the shank of h bar in
relation to the cheeks and lips.
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If such an abrasion does develop, the dentist should advice the
patient to keep it covered with Vaseline or an anti-biotic ointment
These abrasions usually take 5 to 10 days to heal. The patient
should keep the area moist with the ointment during the entire
healing period to prevent Escher formation, scaring, and delayed
healing as well as to keep the area reasonably comfortable.
ROOT FRACTURES



Root fractures are another complication associated with oral
surgery. Fractures may occur to the tooth roots, and it is
imperative to prevent their displacement into adjacent
anatomical areas.
REACTION TO ROOT FRACTURES



When a portion of a root is fractured, the operator should stop
and take few moments to analyze situation and plan an approach
to the problem. The following situations should be reevaluated
before proceeding:



Patient position- should adequate optimum visualization.



Light- should be adequate and positioned to give maximum
visibility.



Suction- along with adequate irrigation is essential in keeping a
clean field.



Assistants- should be positioned to retract soft tissues efficiently
and suction without obstructing the surgeons field of vision



Surgical access- the field should be well suctioned and the flaps
retracted if necessary for optimum visualization.
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ROOT DISPLACEMENT TO THE LINGUAL


When a root is displaced to the lingual, it often may be palpated
with a finger and manipulate back through the lingual plate defect
into the extraction site. This permits removal through the socket.
If this is unsuccessful, a mucoperiosteal flap is elevated and the
tip visualized and removed.
ROOT DISPLACED INTO THE INFERIOR ALVEOLAR CANAL

-

If a root tip is displaced into the inferior alveolar canal ,it is almost
impossible to remove bone through the socket to retrieve the
root

-

There is usually excessively bleeding from the canal that makes
visualization prior, and blindly probing the area will result in
increased injury to the neurovascular bundle.

-

These root tips may be left if there are no symptoms if removal is
necessary , it is best done in the operating room by an
experienced surgeon
SINUS OPENINGS

-

Another complication of oral surgery is the accidental creation of
an opening into the sinus. This may results from root fracture or
displacement of the maxillary third molar.
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Prevention
-

To avoid this complication you should determine from
preoperative radiographs if an opening into the sinus is likely
(e.g. a solid molar resting against a this walled large maxillary
sinus)

-

When there is a likelihood of such openings, controlled tooth
division may be the treatment of choice.

Management
-

If you do create an opening into the sinus, the most important
step is to place the patient on a sinus regimen consisting of the
following

-

Antibiotics amoxicillin is a good first choice

-

Nasal spray: afrin or neo- synephrine (short term only- prevents
rebounds effect)

-

Having patients avoid blowing nose and sneeze with mouth open
almost for three weeks.

-

This helps keeps the sinus of congestion and possible secondary
infection.

Note: if an infection can be avoided, the sinus opening will often close
spontaneously. Also, if a secondary procedure is necessary to close, it
is much more likely to be successful if an infection has been avoided.
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The patients should be followed an examined weekly to see if
closure has occurred (i.e., no reflux of fluids in the nose when
drinking or drainage from the opening)



If closure has not occurred is in 2 or 3 weeks, a secondary
procedure is necessary.



Infratemporal space:



Impacted maxillary 3rd molars are occasionally displaced
posteriorly in to the Infratemporal space. During elevation of the
tooth, the elevator may force the tooth posteriorly through the
periosteum in to Infratemporal space.



The tooth is usually lateral to the lateral pterygoid plate and
inferior to the lateral pterygoid muscle.



If good access and light are available, the surgeon should make a
single cautious effort to retrieve the tooth with a hemostat the
further tooth is usually not visible, and blind probing will result in
further displacement.



If the tooth is not retrieved after a single effort, the incision should
be closed and the operation stopped.



The patient should be informed that the tooth has been displaced
and will be removed later.



Antibiotics should be given to help decrease the possibility of an
infection, and routine postoperative care should be provided.



During the initial healing time, fibrosis occurs and stabilizes the
tooth in a rather firm position. The tooth is removed 4 to 6 weeks
later by an oral and maxillofacial surgeon.
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The displace tooth lies medial to the ramus of the mandible and
may interfere with wide opening of the mouth.



If no mandibular restriction exists, the patient may elect not to
have the tooth removed. If this decision is made, the surgeon
must document that the patient understands the situation and
the potential complications.
TUBEROSITY FRACTURES



Tuberosity fractures, other complications of aril surgery, are
mostly commonly caused by execs five force during removal of
maxillary second and third molars.

Prevention


When removing the teeth, the surgeon should keep the teeth and
surrounding soft tissue available at all times and should palpate
these areas as pressure is applied. It is important to recognize the
fracture immediately, while it is occurring, so that the soft tissue
and bone can be saved.

Management


You should attempt to section the tooth from the fracture
segment. If the segments remain attached to periosteal, it should
be retained and stabilized with sutures. If you cannot separate the
tooth from the bone segment, then the overlying soft tissue
should be reflected from the bone segment. This is to issue that
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the bone and the attached mucosal are not removed with the
tooth leaving a large sinus opening that may be difficult to close.
NERVE INJURY


Injury to the inferior alveolar nerve and to the lingual nerve can
and do occur with even the best clinicians. Before mandibular
impaction surgery around the mental foremen is done, the
possibility of injury to the nerves must be discussed with the
patient.

Consultation


If you do not feel comfortable evaluating the injury, or if you do
not see improvement in 3 to 6 months, refer the patient for
specially consultant
TMJ INJURY



Removal of mandibular molar teeth frequently requires the
application of a substantial amount of force. If the jaw is
inadequately supported during the extraction the patient may
experience pain in this region



Controlled force and adequate support of the jaw prevents this



The use of the bit block on the contralateral side may provide
adequate balance of force so that injury and pain do not occur
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FRACTURES OF THE MANDIBLE


Fracture of the mandibular during extraction is a rare
complication it is associated almost exclusively with the surgical
removal of impacted third molars



A mandibular fracture is usually the result of the application of a
force exceeding that needed to remove a tooth and often occurs
during the use of dental elevators



The patients should be referred to an oral maxillofacial surgeon
for definitive care.
ASPIRATION /SWALLOWING OF FOREIGN OBJECTS

•

Aspiration of foreign material, such as roots, teeth,

restorations, sponges, cotton, rolls, denture, drain, etc., occurs and
causes obstruction. Practitioners should be constantly aware that
they are operating adjacent to the airway and that aspiration and
obstruction is constant hazards.
Prevention


To prevent aspiration or swallowing of a foreign object during oral
surgical procedures, a properly placed pharyngeal screen is
important. This can usually be done by unfolding a 4 inch by 4 inch
gauze and place between the surgical area and the posterior
pharyngeal area.
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LOCATING ASPIRATED/ SWALLOWED OBJECTS


If an object is lost in posterior pharyngeal area, its location
(whether it was aspirated or swallowed) must be determined
radio graphically. In each case, chest and flat plane abdominal
radiography should be ordered.

Management:


If the object is in the lung, the patient should be referred
immediately to the appropriate medical personnel so it can be
removed by bronchoscopy or an open thoracotomy to avoid the
formation of lung abscess



If the object is swallowed, it should be followed with radiography
to determine its complete passage.
POSTOPERATIVE BLEEDING



Bleeding, whether primary or secondary, is another complication
that can be anticipated and planned for by the surgeon.



Primary bleeding is bleeding associated with the operation. This
type of bleeding should present no serious problem.



Secondary bleeding is bleeding that occurs hours or days
following a surgical procedure.

Prevention


The best way to prevent / avoid complication is to:
-

Give good postoperative instructions

-

Control the bleeding before the patient is discharged
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Management


To control primary bleeding use the following
1. Local anesthesia
2. Clamps
3. Sutures
4. Packing
DELAYED HEALING AND INFECTION

Infection


The most common cause of delayed wound healing is infection



Infection is rare complication after routine dental extraction and
is primarily seen after oral surgery that involves the reflection of
soft tissue flaps and bone removal.



Careful asepsis and thorough wound debridement after surgery
can best achieve prevention of infection after

surgical flap

procedure
Wound dehiscence:


Another problem of delayed healing is wound dehiscence.

Causes


If a soft tissue flap is replaced and sutured without an adequate
bone foundation.



A second cause of dehiscence is suturing the wound under tension
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Prevent of wound dehiscence
•

Use aseptic technique

•

Perform atraumatic surgery

•

Close incision over intact bone

•

Suture without tension

Dry socket
•

Dry socket / alveolar osteitis are a delayed healing but are not
associated with an infection. This postoperative complication
causes moderate to severe pain but is without the usual signs
and symptoms of infection, such as fever, swelling, and
erythema.

•

In the usual clinical course, pain develops on the third or
fourth day after removal of the tooth. On examination the
tooth socket appears to be erupting, with partially or
completely lost blood clot, and the surfaces of the socket are
exposed.

•

The exposed bone is extremely sensitive and is the source of
the pain.

•

The occurrence of a dry socket after a routine tooth extraction
is relatively rare (2% of extraction), but it is quite frequent
after the removal of impacted mandibular third molar (20% of
extractions)
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Causes:
•

The cause is not absolutely clean, but it appears to be the
result of high levels of fibrinolysis activity results in lists of the
blood clot and subsequent exposure of the bone.

•

The fibrinolysis activity maybe the result of subclinical
infections, inflammation of the marrow space of the bone, or
other factors.

Prevention
•

It requires that the surgeon minimize trauma and bacterial
contamination in the area of surgery.

Management:
•

The treatment of alveolar osteitis is directed by single
therapeutic goal of relieving of patients pain during the period
of healing.
TOOTH EXTRACTION HEALING

•

Once your tooth’s extraction process has been completed,
you will no doubt want to know long it will take for its socket
to heal.
a.

The initial 24 hours after a tooth extraction

b.

Weeks 1 and 2

c.

Weeks 3 and 4

d.

Bone tissue healing.
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Size does matter:
•

Generally, the type of healing progress that takes place at
each of the above stages is the same for any extraction.

•

But bossily larger, more involved wounds (like those resulting
from surgical wisdom tooth removal) will take longer to full
resolve
THE INITIAL 24 HOURS FOLLOWING TOOTH EXTRACTION

•

As per as seeing changes, during the first 24 hours after your
surgery you really won’t be able to visualize all that much in
terms of actual extraction site healing.

•

The bleeding from the wound has stopped and a clot has filled
in the empty socket

•

The level of discomfort associated with the wound has slowly
started to subside

•

Additionally, the region immediately adjacent to the tooth’s
empty socket is tender when touched and feels irregular and
different to your tongue it’s also possible ( especially in the
case of a relatively involved or difficult extraction) that you will
find some degree of swelling has formed both in the tissue
that surround your extraction site and possible the face too.
If so this swelling should peak within the first 24 hrs. And then
start to subside.

•

Within 24 to 48 hours. Vasodilation and mobilization of
leukocytes around the clot.
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b- Week 1
•

Fibroblastic proliferation from surrounding remnants of
periodontal ligaments

•

Mild mitotic activity of surrounding epithelium.

•

Beginning- osteoclasts of alveolar crests.
-

Endothelial cell proliferation and capillary in growth.

-

Clot organization.

c- Week 2
-

Continued clot organization.

-

PDL remnants degrade.

-

Osteoid formation.

-

Extensive epithelial proliferation.

-

Prominent osteoclastic resorption.

d- Week 3
-

Completion of :

-

Clot organization and its replacement by osteoid and
granulation tissue

-

Epithelial of surface

-

Rounding off of alveolar crests.

e- Bone tissue healing


Final stage of healing

1- Remodeling of the bone filling alveolar socket.
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2- maturities remodeling will continue for several more weeks and
radiographic evidence of new bone formation prominently occurs
only after 6 to 8 weeks
3- The crest of healed socket is below that of adjacent teeth.
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MANAGEMENT OF
MEDICALLY COMPROMISED
PATIENTS AND MEDICAL EMERGENCIES



What do we do in the course of providing dental treatment that
can affect the physical and emotional health and wellbeing of a
patient?

-

Until fear

-

Inflict pain

-

Inject local anesthetic solution

-

Inject potent vasoconstriction

-

Dictate body potion e

-

Expose to radiation

-

Expose to dental materials

-

prescribe medications

-

alter oral functions

-

alter appearance
RISK ASSESSMENT OF MEDICAL EMERGENCIES

•

Can we provide dental treatment to this patient without
endangering their health and wellbeing?

•

Yes, no problems are anticipated , and treatment can be
delivered in the usual manner
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•

Yes, the potential for problems exists, however, modification
can be made in the delivery of treatment that reduces risk to
an acceptable level.

•

No potential problems exist that are serious enough to make
inadvisable to provide elective dental treatment
KEY POINTS ON PREVENTING EMERGENCIES

•

Be prepared

•

Ensure access to appropriate drugs and equipment

•

Ensure training

•

Know whom to call

•

Take a medical history
COMMON EMERGENCIES

1- Collapse
2- Fitting
3- Chest pain
4- Shortness of breath
5- Mental disturbances
6- Reaction to drugs or sedation
7- Bleeding.
•

The general dental council guide, principle of dental team
working (2005), states that dental staff who employ, manage
or lead a team should make sure that:
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1-

There is arrangement at least for two people to be available to
deal with emergence when treatment is planned to take place.

2-

All members of staff, not just the registered team members,
know their role if a patient collapse or there is another kind of
medical emergency

3-

All members of staff who might be involved in dealing with a
medical emergency are trained and prepared to deal with such
emergency at any time, and regularly practice stimulated
emergencies together.

•

Emergencies are rare. A medical emergency occurring in
dental practice is most likely to be the result of an acute
deterioration of known medical condition.

•

It may pose an immediate threat to an individual’s life and
needs rapid intervention. It is best prevented!

•

The most common medical emergency is the simple faint

•

Other common emergencies include fitting in an epileptic
patient, angina pectoris (Ischemic chest pain) hypoglycemia in
a diabetic patient and hemorrhage.

•

Myocardial infarction and cardiopulmonary arrest are more
immediately dangerous.
RESUSCITATION AND EMERGENCIES

The general dental council GDC does not have any guidelines on
resuscitation but would refer registrant to the resuscitation council,
which does have relevant guideline.
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MANAGING EMERGENCIES
 For all emergencies, a structured approach to assessment and
reassessment prevents any symptoms and signs being missed and
any incorrect diagnosis being made.
 The sequence is best remembered as ‘ABCDE.’

‘Drs ABC’

highlights the sequence:
 Danger (recognizing an emergency)
 Respiration (establishing an airway)
 Shout for help.
 A, airway
 B, breathing
 C, circulation.
 People who collapse should be in the recovery position to
maintain a clear airway unless the patient has neck injury like after
a fall or traffic road accident.
CARDIOPULMONARY RESUSCITATION
 All dental staff should be trained in basic cardiopulmonary
resuscitation (CPR) so that, in the case of cardiac arrest, they
should be able to:







Recognize the cardiac arrest ( the heath steps beating)
Summon immediate help ( dial for the emergence services)
Initiate the CPR according to current resuscitation guidelines
(evidence suggest that chest compression can be effectively
perfumed in a dental chair)
Ventilate with high concentration oxygen via a bag and marks
Apply an automated external defibrillator (ED) as soon as possible
after collapse.
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Follow the machine prompts and administer a shock if indicated,
with maximum collapse to show time of 3 minutes
HANDS ONLY CPR






Call the emergency services
Push hard and fast in the center of the chest to double a person’s
chances of survival (the song ‘ stay in’ Alive’ has the right beat for
hands- CPR)
The method of delivering chest compression remain the same, as
the does the rate (at least 100 per minutes)
EMERGENCY PROCEDURE















Call local for local assistance
Asses the patient ABCDE-and give oxygen if appropriate
Use the acronym MOVE
monitor –re-access ABCDE, regularly , attach an AED if
appropriate
Oxygen – 15 liter per minutes through non re-breathe mask.
verify – check that emergency service are coming
emergency action – correct positioning and drug administration
Intramuscular (IM) injections are used nowadays for giving most
emergency drugs. The most accessible site in a patient sitting in a
dental chair is the lateral aspect of the thigh.
There the vastus lateralis is a large muscle with no large nerves or
arteries running through it.
In an emergency, the injection can be administered through
clothing.
The mid-point between the pelvis and the knee is the preferred
site
The advanced medical priority dispatch system (AMPDS) is a
unified system that sends appropriate aid to medical
emergencies, including systematized caller interrogation and prearrival instruction.
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The APMDS works on the following response categories
1. A ((immediately life –threatening)
2. B ( urgent call)
3. C (routine)

 This may well be linked to a performance targeting system where
calls must be responded to within a giving time period.
 For instance, in the UK, calls rated as ‘A’ on AMPDS aim to have a
responder on scene within 8 minutes.
SYNCOPE (SIMPLE FAINTING)








Syncope (fainting) is the most common medical emergency
encountered in the dental office.
Syncope can be defined as the transient loss of consciousness and
postural tone leading to spontaneous recovery without
neurologically deficit.
Up to 2% of patients may faint before during dental
management
Young, fit, adult males in particular are prone to faint, especially
before during or after injections.
It can by psychogenic resulting from fright, anxiety, or certain
conditions like the sight of blood
Non-psychogenic causes include prolonged standing and
dehydration
Cardiac causes





Obstructive outflow disease like aortic stenosis. Hypertrophic
obstructive cardiomyopathy.
Acute left ventricular failure secondary to myocardial infarction
Acute arrhythmias such as Bradycardia.
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Neurogenic causes
 Include some types of seizures, transient ischemic attack,
migraines.
 Vasovagal (vasodepressor) attack (or pressure on the vagus) is the
usually cause of faint. The diagnosis rests on the history, upright
posture, an emotional or pain full stimulus gradual not sudden
fading of consciousness, sweating, nausea, pallor, other
manifestations of automatic activity and rapid recovery on lying
down
 Simple faints tend to occur, and recur in young patients
 Other causes of sudden loss of consciousness include:
 Situational syncope provoke by coughing micturition
(urination) or postural change.
 Predisposing factors for vasovagal attack include:






Anxiety
Pain
Fatigue
Fasting
High temperature and relatively humidity
STAGES OF VASOVAGAL SYNCOPE

 First stage, the presyncopal stage:
 Manifest as a feeling of growth of warmth in face and neck,
diaphragm and pallor, the heath rate may rise significantly while
blood pressure often stays near the patient’s baseline
 Second stage, loss of consciousness:
 As presyncope progress, the pupils dilate, respiratory rate
increases, and the blood pressure and heart rate drop resulting in
loss of consciousness.
 Convulsion may be observed in the hands, legs or facial muscles
and may often be confused for seizure activity. The pulse is
thready and blood pressure can drop to extremely low levels.
 The period of unconsciousness can last from seconds to several
minutes after placement in the supine position.
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 If patients unconsciousness last for more than 5 minutes after
being supine, other causes of syncope should be considered,
especially if the patient is over 40 years old and had no prodrome
to the consciousness.
 Third stage post syncope:
Usually rapid, although pallor, nausea and diaphoresis often persist
along with some confusion or disorientation.
 The simple precaution of laying patients flat before giving
injections will prevent fainting.
 Very rarely, patients can suffer malignant vasovagal syncope with
recurrent, severe and otherwise unexplained syncope; this clinical
history is intermediate between that of vasovagal and cardiac
syncope, and diagnosis is confirmed by a tilt test.
MANAGEMENT OF SYNCOPE
 Upon recognition of presyncope symptoms procedure should be
stopped immediately, and the patient should be placed in the
trendelenburg position (the body is laid in a supine position with
the feet higher than the head by 15-30 degrees), and
administered oxygen.
 If unconsciousness does ensure, one should resort to the basic life
support protocol, first calling for help, then assessing the airway,
breathing, and circulation.
 If breathing and circulation are present an ampule of ammonia
can be crushed under the patient’s nose to fasten recovery.
 Vasovagal syncope is very unlikely if unconscious last beyond 1015 minutes.
 Definitive management of other causes of syncope often requires
work up in an inpatient setting and treatment is for the underlying
of the syncope.
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CHEST PAIN
 When presented with a patient with chest pain, the clinician must
decide if the pain has a cardiac or non-cardiac origin.
 Acute severe pain is usually caused by angina or less commonly
myocardial infarction.
 Cardiac pain is usually constant and without respiratory variation
 Pain due to angina, classically subsides gradually over 2 -5 minutes
with adequate rest.
 If the pain continues, it is more likely due to infarction of the
myocardium.


The diagnostic features include
o Severe crushing retrosternal pain radiating down the left
arm breathlessness that may be described as ‘heart bun’
o Vomiting and loss of consciousness if there is an infarct,
weak or irregular pulse if there is an infarct.
MANAGEMENT OF CHEST PAIN

 Patient experiencing chest pain generally prefer upright or erect
positions
 As indicated, the surgeon may administer morphine, oxygen,
nitroglycerin, and aspirin. These can remember as mnemonic
MONA.
 Urgent action required, like in case of unstable angina /
myocardial infarction
 Oxygen therapy- via non- rebreathe mask at 15 liters per minutes
 Nitrate- GTN 2 sprays or 1 tablet under the tongue (sublingual)
 Aspirin (oral) 300 mg chewed
 Emergency medical services should be sought immediately for
transfer to a medical center capable of thrombolysis.
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CARDIAC ARREST
 Cardiac arrest can occur in a patient with no history of cardiac
problems, but is more likely in those with a history of ischemic
heart disease, in diabetic and order people.
 Previous angina or myocardial infarction predispose to cardiac
arrest
 The patients that develops an arrhythmia or cardiac arrest needs
to be managed in an emergency department with a full ACLS
protocol as response times of emergency medical services (EMS)
may vary, it is of paramount importance that offices have the
tools manage the initial phases of resuscitation.
GENERAL APPROACH TO THE COLLAPSED PATIENT
 A: Airway. Assess the airway by first opening of the airway with a
head felt –chin lift or jaw thrust maneuver. Inspect the mouth for
foreign bodies, vomitus or blood.
 B: Breathing. Keeping the airway open, look, listens and feels for
breathing .if the patient is not breathing after opening the airway.
Give two rescue breaths using a bag mask.
 C: Circulation. Cheek for pulse at the carotid artery. If there is no
pulse, the cardiac arrest is confirmed. The correct ratio is 30 chest
compressions at a rate of 100 compressions per minutes followed
by two breaths this cycle should be performed until AED arrives
 D: Defibrillate. Attach pads of AED and follow it and promotes as
it assess the rhythm. Deliver a shock of indicated by the prompts.
Follow each shock immediately with more cycles of CPR
 Continue until advanced or immediately life support available or
patient shows signs of life and begins breathing normally.
ASTHMA
 Asthma is characterized by airway hyper-responsiveness leading
to bronchiolar smooth muscle constriction, reversible obstruction
and inflammation.
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 The most frequent trigger includes viral or bacterial respiratory
infections, exposure to cold, allergens, irritants such as smoke, as
well as exercise.
 Exposure to emotional distress or medications such as aspirin,
NSAIDs, or beta brokers can also incite an attack.
CLINICAL PRESENTATION
 A typical asthma attack present as congestion or lightness of the
chest, cough which is nonproductive.
 Inspiratory and expiratory wheezing
 Use of accessory muscle-shrugging the shoulders with each
respiratory cycle with increased severity.
 Rapid pulse (usually over 110 beats per minute) with increasing
severity but this may show in life threatening exacerbation.
MANAGEMENT OF ASTHMA
 The surgical procedure should be stopped immediately and all
materials removed from the mouth.
 Oxygen should be administered and beta-2-agonist administered
via metered dose inhaler (MDI) for bronchodilation.
 The patient with moderate to severe bronchospasm or
obstruction that does not adequate respond to bronchodilator is
consider to be in status asthmatics, a true medical emergency
 Epinephrine can be given every 20-30 minutes for `up to 3 doses.
In the severe attacks, parental administration of glucocorticoids
required to ultimately relieve the airway inflammation, the
underlying etiology.
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 Patient with severe hypoxia and respiratory failure require
intensive care admission and often intubation
HYPOGLYCEMIA


Hypoglycemia mostly occur in the patient being treated for
diabetic but may also present in the non-diabetic

 Categories of hypoglycemia:
 Mild:
 Plasma glucose level
 60-70 mg/dl
 Signs/symptoms:
 Tachycardia, palpitations pallor, shakiness, irritability.
 Moderate:
 Plasma glucose level
 50- 60 mg/dl
 Signs/ symptoms :
 Impaired central nervous system function.
 Confusion, inability to concentration, slurred speech, blurred
vision
 Severe:
 Plasma glucose level
 Less than 40 -50 mg/ dl
Signs/symptoms:





Loss of consciousness, difficulty awakening, seizures
the surgeon suspects hypoglycemia:
Check serum If glues, obtain sample before treatment
High clinical suspicion of hypoglycemia-give glucose assessing
finger stick.
 Correct serum glucose:
 Awake and cooperative patient- administer sugar containing food
or beverages PO. Sugar frosting can be administer sublingually.
 If the patient is unable to take PO:
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25-75g glucose is D50W (1-3 ampules) IV children- 0.5-1g/kg
glucose as D25W IV (1-4ml /kg)
If the patient is unable to obtain IV:
1-2mg glucagon IM or SC, may repeat every 20 minutes.
Children: 0.025-0.1mg/kg SC or IM, may repeat every 20 minutes
ANAPHYLAXIS
Any office that directly provides medications to patients,
especially parenteral medications, needs to be prepared to deal
with an anaphylactic reaction.
Anaphylaxis, a type 1 hypersensitivity reaction results from
binding of the offending antigen to performed IgE antibodies on
mast cells and basophils leading to systemic release of the
immunologic mediators.
PRESENTATION:
 Cutaneous:
 Urticaria, angiodema
 Flush
 Pruritis, without rash
 Respiratory:
 Upper airway edema
 Dyspnea, wheeze
 Rhinitis
 Gastrointestinal symptoms:
 Nausea, vomiting
 Diarrhea, crampy abdominal pain
 Others:
 Dizziness, syncope, hypotension
Up to 50% of the intravascular volume can shift to the
extravascular space in the matter of 10 minutes leading to
anaphylactic shock even before the onset of cutaneous findings.
The most common mediators of anaphylaxis encountered in the
surgical practice included drugs, such as penicillin and aspirin and
exposure to latex.
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MANAGEMENT
1. The clinician should stop the procedure
2. As with other emergencies, the airway, breathing and
circulation and level of consciousness should be assessed
3. Administration of epinephrine should not be delayed.
 Intramuscular or subcutaneous as a 1:1000 dilution, 0.2-0.5 mg in
adults, or 0.01mg/ kg in children usually into the lateral thigh,
upper arm, or even intra or sublingually
 Gently massaging the site of administration may facilitate
absorption
 The dose may be repeated every 5 minutes as clinically indicated
4- The patient should be placed in the trendelenburg position to
maximize the cerebral blood flow. Establish and maintain an
airway through head felt, jaw rest thrust, or placement of an oral
or nasal airway and provide supplemental oxygen.
5- Antihistamines can dramatically improve symptoms of allergic
responsive. Diphenhydramine can be administered intramuscular
or intravenously at 1-2 mg up to 50 mg
6- Albuterol can be administered for continued bronchospasm
7- Corticosteroids are indicated to prevent recurrent or protracted
anaphylaxis and can be administered by the surgeon or upon
arrival at the emergency department. Hydrocortisone 5mg/kg up
to 250mg has been recommended.
 All patients with anaphylaxis should be taken to an emergency
department for monitoring and observation as anaphylaxis can
recur.
SEIZURES
 They are the results of excessive activation of neurons in either
the cerebral cortex or deep limbic system causing abnormal
neurologic functioning
 Seizures are classified into partial generalized seizures
1- Partial seizures:
 Are restricted to discrete regions of the cerebral cortex
 These are further classified into:
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 Simple partial, if consciousness is maintained
 Complex partial, if consciousness is lost.
2- Generalized seizures:
 These include absence, myoclonic and or tonic-clonic seizure, and
the most common of seizure disorder.
MANAGEMENT OF SIEZURES


Patient who develop an aura or any sort of ictal activity should be
reclined to the supine position on the floor not in the surgical
chair, to minimize injury.



The airway should be cleared of any objects.



Oxygen should be administered and oxygen saturation monitored



Any object near the patient should be moved by a member of the
team to prevent injury.



A brief and limited seizure is easily managed and discharged
home, is based on whether this patient has a known seizure
disorder or if this represents a new seizure.
STATUS EPILEPTICUS



Refers to seizure that last longer than 5-10 minutes



While containing basic life support, one must rule out underlying
correctable causes of seizure activity.



Hypoglycemia is a common cause of seizure activity and an
ampule of 50% dextrose should be administered IV to rule out low
blood glucose as a cause.



The first line drugs for aborting seizure activity of all patients are
benzodiazepines.
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Lorazepam 0.002-0.03mg/kg should be administered IV



Diazepam 0.1 mg 4 or midazolam 0.05 mg may be substituted if
lorazepam is not available



If benzodiazepines do not terminate the seizure, the airway
should be re –evaluated and intubation performed, particularly
if the patient develops hypoxemia.
MANAGEMENT OF MEDICALLY COMPROMISED PATIENTS
TREATMENT MODIFICATIONS

Preoperatively




Prophylactic antibiotics
Sedative
Food intake

Intra-operatively





Upright chair position
Minimize or avoid epinephrine
Nitrous oxide
Hemostatic measures

Post operatively




Analgesics
Anti- fibrinolysis agent.
Antibiotics.
GENERAL PARADIGM FOR ASSESSING AND MANAGING ASA II-IV
PATIENTS






Dental patients are usually
o ASA or II+
o Well controlled III
Monitor vital signs at every appointment
Know patient’s medications and why they are taking them
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Consult the physician to determine the degree of disease, control,
compliance and ability of patient to tolerate procedure
Utilize the steer-reduction protocol
Plan for likely emergencies.

Clinical consideration






Physician consultation recommendation for assay III and IV
patients
One member of assistant staff should be present in addition to
dentist
Direct supervision
Monitory required for oxygen ventilation and circulation
Time –oriented anesthetic record.
5 ASA PHYSICAL STATUS

I.

Normal/ healthy

II.

Mid systemic –no problem functioning.

III.

Moderate /severe disease –effects functioning

IV.

Severe systemic disease –constant threat to life

V.

Will die in less than 24 hours without surgery.
STRESS REDUCTION PROTOCAL



Recognize medical risk



Consult patient’s physician



Pharmacosedation as indicated



Short appointments



Morning appointments



Excellent intraoperative pain control



Minimize waiting room time.



Excellent post-operative pain control
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CARDIOVASCULAR PROBLEMS
 Although all types of cardiac diseases are at high risk of serious
complications, when undergoing surgical procedures under
general anesthesia, chest discomfort on extraction, when eating,
or at rest. Palpitations, fainting, ankle edema, shortness of breath
(dyspnea) on extraction dyspnea on assuming supine (orthopnea
or paroxysmal nocturnal dyspnea), postural hypotension, fatigue,
leg muscle cramping
ANGINA PECTORIS
 It present as sub sternal chest pain that may radiate to the arm,
neck or mandible and presents a reduced delivery of oxygen to
the myocardium.
 It most commonly, as a results of coronary heart disease and is
classified as stable, unstable or variant.
 This condition mainly occurs in men mostly in 40 years and is also
prevalent in postmenopausal women.
 Arterial spasm alone may, rarely be responsible. The mortality
rate of angina is about 4% per year, the prognosis depending on
the degree of coronary artery narrowing
1- Stable angina pectoris:
 Is characterized over 2 months with regard to triggering factors,
frequency, intensity and duration of attacks.
 For anything but minor surgery under local anesthesia the
physician should be consulted and consideration should be given
to any other complicating factors, such as beta-blockers therapy,
hypertension or cardiac failure.
 Prophylactic administration of GTN may be indicated if the patient
has angina more than once a week.
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2- Unstable angina pectoris:
 Represents a patient who has experienced worsening of the
symptoms recently. Unstable angina pectoris is worrisome
because patient is at an increased risk for developing a myocardial
infarction
3- Variant pectoral angina
 May occur in patients without history of coronary heart desire and
represents vasospasm of coronary arteries.
 Patients with angina pectoris should be thoroughly evaluated to
determined surgical risk.
MANAGEMENT OF PATIENT WITH HISTORY OF ANGINA
PECTORIS








Consult patient physician
Use an anxiety-reduction protocol
Administer supplemental oxygen
Ensure profound local anesthesia before starting surgery
Consider use of nitrous oxide sedation
Monitor vital signs closely
Consider possible limitation of amount of epinephrine used (0.04
mg max)
 Maintain verbal contact with patient throughout procedure to
monitor.
MYOCARDIAL INFARCTION
 Myocardial infarction occurs when there is a complete occlusion
(blockage) of one or more coronary arteries, which causes cellular
dysfunction and death
 It arises when atherosclerotic plaque ruptures causing platelets
activation, adhesion and aggregation with subsequent thrombus
formation within the coronary circulation.
 Angina pectoris may progress to MI but fewer than 50% of
patients with MI have any proceeding symptoms.
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 The most feared complication of MI is sudden death (most
commonly due to ventricular fibrillation or myocardial rupture)
MANAGEMENT OF PATIENT WITH HISTORY OF MYOCARDIAL
INFARCTION
 Consult patient’s primary care physician
 Check with physician if invasive dental care needed before 6
months since MI
 Check whether the patient is using anticoagulant (including
aspirin)
 Use an anxiety reduction protocol
 Have nitroglycerin available, use prophylactically if physician
advises
 Administer supplemented oxygen
 Provide profound local anesthetic
 Consider nitrous oxide administration.
 Monitor vital signs and maintain verbal contact
 Consider possible limitation of epinephrine used to 0.04mg
 Consider referral to an oral maxillofacial surgeon
VALVULAR HEART DISEAS








Diseased cardiac values pose two general risks:
Precipitation of cardiac failure
Susceptibility to infective endocarditis
The risk is generally one of the following three types:
Hemodynamic risks
Risk associated with medication taken for this disease
Risk of bacterial endocarditis
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 Rheumatic fever
 Rheumatic fever sometimes follows a sore throat caused by
certain stain of beta-hemolytic streptococci
 It is now a very rare diseases in western world but is common in
countries such as Indian subcontinent, Middle East and some of
Caribbean islands
 It affects children of about 5 to 15 years
MANAGEMENT OF PATIENT WITH HISTORY OF RHEUMATIC
FEVER




Consult patient physician, for every patient with chronic
rheumatic fever are under anticoagulant therapy
The management can be done under local anesthesia in
consultation with the physician
Conscious sedation with nitrous oxide may be given if cardiac
function is gone and with the approval of the physician
INFECTIVE ENDOCARDITIS





This may results from bacterial or fungal infection of the
endocardium, and is associated with significant mobility and
mortality
It is rare condition but potentially life threatening, predominantly
affecting damaged heart valves.
Main groups by infective endocarditis






No obvious cardiac valve disease which is 40%
Chronic rheumatic heart disease which is 30%
Congenital heart disease which is 10%
Prosthetic cardiac valves which is 10%



Intravenous drug abuse which is 10 %
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PATIENTS AT HIGH RISK FROM IE


Prosthetic valve



Previous infective endocarditis



Complex gigantic heart defect e.g. transposition of great vessels



Surgical constructed systemic – pulmonary shunts or conducts



Mitral valve prolapses with regurgitation or thickened leaflets
MANAGEMENT OF PATIENT WITH HISTORY OF INFECTIVE
ENDOCARDITIS

 The cardiac endocarditis is now stratified in to high, moderate,
and low.
 The low –risk categories do not require antibiotic prophylaxis for
dental procedures. Dental procedures associated with bleeding
are no longer excessively for antibiotic prophylaxis
 Reasons for abandoning use of antibiotic prophylaxis for IE:


Dental treatment is proven cause of few case of IE one study
shows that in the 3 months before IE diagnosis dental treatment
was no more frequent than in controls , concluding that few
cases would be prevented even if antibiotic prophylaxis and
were 100% effective. Another study concluded if antibiotic were
100% effective and provide for all at risk patient receiving dental
treatment, only a fraction of cases (5.3) would be potential
prevented.



Prophylactic antibiotics regimes fail in some instances
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Adverse reactions to anti-microbial are possible, including
anaphylaxis



The cost – effectiveness of anti-microbial prophylaxis is
questionable



There is an increased risk of resistant bacteria.

 The National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE) has
now issued definitive evidence based guidance on the prophylaxis
of infective endocarditis. This guidance has been adopted
nationally and is reflected in the current British national
formulary.
 Antibiotic prophylaxis is not recommended for prevention of IE in
adults or children undergoing any dental procedure.
The basis of this recommendation is:
 There is no consistent association between dental procedure and
an increased risk of infective endocarditis.
 Bacteremia associated with dental procedures is not greater than
that from tooth brushing.
 Regular brushing almost certainly prevents a greater risk of
infective endocarditis than a single dental procedure because of
repetitive exposure to bacteremia
 Antibiotics are not proven to reduce the risk of infective
endocarditis
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 Antibiotics are themselves not without risk and can cause fatal
anaphylaxis
 Patients at risk of IE should achieve and maintain high
standards of oral health
 NICE recommended that the patients at risk for endocarditis
should receive intensive preventive oral health care, try to
minimize the need of dental intervention
CARDIAC FAILURE
 Not to be confused with cardiac arrest or heart failure is when any
structural or functional impairment of the pumping action of the
heart leads to blood output insufficient to meet the body’s
demands
 Lack of tissue and organ perfusion with congestion results and
thus the term congestive cardiac failure is often used.
 The most common cause of cardiac failure is IHD but there are
much other and cardiac failure may arise as a consequence of
myocardial, valvular, pericardial, endocardial or electrical
problems
MANAGEMENT OF PATIENT WITH HISTORY OF CARDIAC FAILURE
 Consult a patient’s physician, elective treatment should be
delayed until the condition has been stabilized medically.
 Emergency dental care should be conservative, principally with
analgesics and antibiotics.
 Appointment should be short and early
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 The dental chair should be kept in a partially reclining or erect
position
 Anxiety- reduction protocol
 The amount of epinephrine should be minimize to 0.04 mg
 Ensure profound local anesthesia.
 Avoid GA unless if it under the supervision of specialist
 Monitor vital sign
HYPERTENSION
 Hypertension is a sustained, elevated arterial blood pressure
resulting from increased peripheral vascular resistance. An adult
patient with BP reading above 140/ 90 mmHg generally
considered to be hypertensive.
1- Primary hypertension is a sustained, elevated BP of unknown
etiology
2- Secondary hypertension is an elevated BP that results from an
identifiable cause, such as renal artery stenosis, chronic renal
parenchymal

disease;

aldosteronism/

acromegaly,

hypercalcemia,

Cushing

coarctation

of

syndrome,
the

aorta,

pheochromcytoma, or oral contraceptives.
3- A hypertensive emergency is an increased BP with end –organ
damage. The brain, the heart or kidneys may be affected. BP can
be high as systolic>210 mmHg and diastolic >120 mm Hg.
4- Treatment for a hypertensive emergency should be rapid and
aggressive , attempting to lower the BP within 60 minutes in a
controlled fashion
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5- Hypertensive urgency dysfunction. Hypertensive urgency should
be treated over a longer period (1-2 days)
CLASSIFICATION
 Stage 1 (mild) 140-159 systolic and 90-99 diastolic
 Stage 2 (moderate) 160-179 systolic and 100-119 diastolic
 Stage 3 (severe) 180-209 systolic and 110-119 diastolic
 Stage 4 (very severe) 210 systolic and > 120 diastolic.
PHARMACOLOGIC THERAPY EXIST FOR HYPERTENSION
 Drug therapy for hypertension is based on the individual’s needs
and condition. For example, initial drug therapy for
uncomplicated hypertension consists of diuretics and betablockers.
 Beta-blockers also may be presented for prescribed for patients
with hypertension after experiencing an MI.
 Diuretics can be used when there is concomitant CHF.
 Calcium channel blockers are recommended for older patients
with IHD.
 Angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) inhibitors benefit
hypertensive patients who have diabetes and proteinuria.
MANAGEMENT OF PATIENT WITH HISTORY OF HYPERTENSION
1-Recommend that the patient seeks the primary care physician’s
guidance for medical therapy of hypertension.
2-Monitor the patient’s blood pressure at each visit and whenever
administration of epinephrine containing LA surpasses 0.04mg during
a single visit.
3-Use an anxiety-reduction protocol.
4-Avoid rapid positive charges in patients taking drugs that have
cause vasodilatations.
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5-Avoid administration of sodium-containing intravenous solutions.
SEVERE HYPERTENSION (Systolic>200mmHg, Diastolic>110mmHg)
1-Defer elective dental treatment until hypertension is well
controlled.
2-Consider referral to an oral and maxillofacial surgeon for an
emergency problems.
PULMONARY PROBLEMS
ASTHMA
>True asthma involves the episodic narrowing of small airways, which
produces wheezing, and dyspnea as a result of chemical, infectious,
immunologic, or emotional stimulation, or a combination of these.
>Patients with asthma should be questioned concerning precipitating
factors, frequency and severity of attacks, medications used, and
response to medications.
MANAGEMENT OF PATIENT WITH HISTORY OF ASTHMA
1-Defer dental treatment until asthma is well controlled and patient
has no signs of respiratory tract infection.
2-Listen to chest with stethoscope to detect wheezing before major
surgical procedures or sedation.
3-Use an anxiety-reduction protocol, including nitrous oxide, but
avoids use of respiratory depressants.
4-If patient is or has been chronically taking corticosteroids, provide
prophylaxis for adrenal insufficiency.
5-Keep a bronchodilator-containing inhaler easily accessible.
6-Treat patient in an upright or semi-upright position.
7-Avoid use of non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drugs (NSAIDs).
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RENAL PROBLEMS
RENAL FAILURE:
-Renal failure is defined as impairment in renal function as measured
by the GFR. It is classified as either acute or chronic.
ACUTE FAILURE:
-This syndrome is characterized by sudden decline in renal function,
resulting in retention of nitrogenous waste with corresponding
elevations of serum creatinine and blood urea nitrogen (BUN). It is
usually reversible if treated early.
PRE-RENAL:
-This class is the most common type and is associated with insufficient
renal perfusion. Examples include hypervolemia, impaired cardiac
function, and sepsis.
RENAL:
 Glomerular diseases, acute tubular necrosis, and interstitial
nephritis fall under this classification.
POST-RENAL:
 This type of renal failure includes bilateral urethral obstruction
and bladder neck obstruction.
CHRONIC RENAL FAILURE (CRF):
-Chronic renal failure is an irreversible. Advanced, and progressive
renal insufficiency.
Major Causes of CRF:
-Diabetic nephropathy.
-Hypertension.
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TREATMENT OPTIONS FOR END STAGE RENAL DISEASE:
-Peritoneal dialysis.
- Hemodialysis.
-Renal transplant.
ORAL MANIFESTATIONS OF RENAL DISEASE
1-Enamel hyperplasia and staining of teeth.
2-Halitosis and metallic taste.
3-Stomatistis and xerostomia secondary to fluid intake restriction.
4-Gingival bleeding, ecchymosis, petechial, and pale and inflamed
gingival.
5-Osteolytic bone defects in the mandible, mandibular condyles, and
maxilla, low of lamina Dura, and decreased trabeculation of bone.
6-Skeletal facial deformation secondary to altered growth.
7-Accelerated dental calculus accumulation.
DRUGS THAT SHOULD BE AVOIDED IN PATIENTS WITH RENAL
DISEASE
1- Aspirin.
2- Acetaminophen.
3- NSAIDs.
4- Meperidine (accumulation of meperidine can in seizures).
5-Morphine (dose decreased secondary to accumulation of
morphine-6-glucuronide)
6- Cephalosporin’s.
7- Erythromycin.
8-Tetracycline
9- Aminoglycosides.
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MANAGEMENT OF PATIENT WITH RENAL INSUFFICIENCY AND
PATIENT RECEIVING HEMODIALYSIS
1-Avoid the use of drugs that depend on renal metabolism or
excretion. Modify the dose if such drugs are necessary.
2-Avoid the use of nephrotoxic drugs, such as NSAIDs.
3-The hematologist should first be consulted about bleeding
tendency.
4-Dental treatment is usually best carried out on the day after dialysis.
5-Careful homeostasis should be ensured if surgical procedures are
necessary.
6-Consult physician concerning prophylactic use of antibiotics.
7-Monitor blood pressure and heart rate.
8-Look for signs of secondary hyperparathyroidism.
9-Consider hepatitis B screening before dental treatment. Take
hepatitis precautions if unable to screen for hepatitis.
RENAL TRANSPLANT AND TRANSPLANT OF OTHER ORGANS
-Transplantation is now recommended for patients with ESRO who
are medically suitable, since a successful transplant offers enhanced
quality and duration of life, and is more effective than chronic dialysis.
-The patient requiring surgery after renal or other major organ
transplantation is usually receiving a variety of drugs to preserve the
function of the transplanted tissue.
-Patients who have had renal transplants occasionally have problems
with severe hypertension. Vital signs should be obtained before oral
surgery is performed in these patients.
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MANAGEMENT OF PATIENT WITH RENAL TRANSPLANT
1-Defer treatment until primary care physician or transplant surgeon
clears patient for dental care.
2-Avoid use of nephrotoxic drugs.
3-Consider use of supplemental corticosteroids.
4-Monitor blood pressure.
5-Consider hepatitis B screening before dental care. Take hepatitis
precautions if unable to screen hepatitis.
6-Watch for presence of cyclosporine A-induced gingival hyperplasia.
Emphasize importance of oral hygiene.
7-Consider prophylactic use of antibiotics, particularly for patients
taking immune suppressive agents.
8-LA is safe unless there severe bleeding tendency.
9-For conscious sedation, relative analgesia is preferred. It is
necessary to give intravenous sedation, midazolam is preferred to
diazepam because of the lower risk of thrombophleloitis.
HEPATIC DISORDERS
-The liver underlies normal hem stasis, since it produces blood
clotting factors I, II, VII, IX, X and XI.
-The production of vitamin k-dependent coagulation factors may be
depressed is severe liver disease, therefore, obtaining an
International Normalized Ratio (INR), and Prothrombin Time (PT),
and/or Partial Thromboplastin Time (PTT) may be useful before
surgery in patients with more severe liver disease.
-Portal hypertension caused by liver disease may also cause
hypersplenesm, a requesting of platelets causing thrombocytopenia.
-Patients with severe liver dysfunction may require hospitalization for
dental surgery because their decreased ability to metabolize the
nitrogen swallowed in blood may cause encephalopathy.
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-Finally, unless documented otherwise, a patient with liver disease
should be presumed to carry hepatitis virus.
MANAGEMENT OF PATIENT WITH HEPATIC INSUFFICIENCY
1-Attempt to learn the cause of the liver problem; if the cause is
hepatitis B, take usual precautions.
2-Avoid drugs requiring hepatic metabolism or excretion, if their use
is necessary, modify the dose.
3-Screen patients with severe liver disease for bleeding disorders with
platelet counts, PT, PTT, and ivy’s bleeding time.
4-Attempt to avoid situations in which the patient might swallow
large amounts of blood.
ENDOCRINE DISORDERS
DIABETES MELLITUS
-Diabetes is a chronic disorder of carbohydrates, fats, and protein
metabolism whereby a defective or deficient insulin secretary
response leads to impaired glucose use.
-Type 1 diabetes is usually associated with young people. These
patients require insulin to maintain glucose homeostasis secondary
to beta-cells destruction in the pancreas.
-Type 2 diabetes in these patients their cells have lost their sensitivity
to insulin secondary to environment and genetic factors. Therefore,
their muscle and adipose cells cannot transport glucose.
MANAGEMENT OF PATIENT WITH DIABETES
I-INSULIN-DEPENDENT DIABETES:
1-Defer the surgery until diabetes is well controlled, consult
physician.
2-Schedule late morning appointment, avoid lengthy appointments.
3-Monitor pulse, respiratory, and blood pressure, before, during, and
after the surgery.
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4-Maintain verbal contact with patient during surgery.
5-If patient must not or drink before oral surgery and we’ll have
difficulty eating after surgery, instructs the patient not to take the
usual dose of regular NPH insulin, start an IV with 5% dextrose in
water drip at 150ml/h.
6-If the allowed, have the patient eat normal breakfast before surgery
and take the usual dose of regular insulin, but half the dose of NPH
insulin.
7-Advise the patient not to resume normal insulin doses until they are
able to return to usual level to usual level of caloric intake and activity
level.
8-Consult physician if any questions concerning modification of
insulin regime arise.
9-Watch for signs of hypoglycemia.
10-Treat infections aggressively.
II-NON INSULIN DEPENDENT DIABETES
1-Defer the surgery until diabetes is well-controlled.
2-Schedule late morning appointment, avoid lengthy appointments.
3-Use an anxiety-reduction protocol.
4-Monitor pulse, respiration, and blood pressure before, during and
after surgery.
5-Maintain verbal contact with the patient during surgery.
6-If patient most not eat or drink before oral surgery and will have
difficulty eating after surgery, instruct patient to skip any oral
hypoglycemic medications that day.
7-If patient cannot before and after surgery, instruct patient to eat a
normal breakfast and to take the usual dose of hypoglycemic agents.
8-Watch for signs of hypoglycemia.
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9-Treat infections aggressively.
ADRENAL INSUFFICIENCY
Primary Adrenal Insufficiency:
-Symptoms of primary adrenal insufficiency include weakness, weight
loss, fatigue, and hyper pigmentation of skin mucous membranes.
Secondary Adrenal Insufficiency
-The most common cause of adrenal insufficiency is chronic
therapeutic corticosteroid administration.
-Often, patients who regularly take corticosteroids have moon faces,
buffalo humps, and thin translucent skin.
-Their inability to increase endogenous corticosteroids levels in
response to physiologic stress may cause them to become
hypertensive, syncopaly nauseated and feverish during complex,
prolonged surgery.
MANAGEMENT OF PATIENT WITH ADRENAL SUPPRESSION WHO
REQUIRES MAJOR ORAL SURGERY
If the patient is taking corticosteroids:
1-Use an anxiety-reduction protocol.
2-Monitor pulse and blood pressure, before during, and after surgery.
3-Instruct patient to double usual daily dose on the day before day of
and say after surgery.
4-On second post-surgical day, advice the patient to return a usual
steroid dose.
MANAGEMENT OF PATIENT WHO IS PREGNANT
1- differ surgery until after delivery of possible
2- 2-consult the patients obestrician if surgery cannot be delayed
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3- Avoid dental radiographs unless information about teeth roots or
bone is necessary for proper dental care. If radiographs must be
taken use proper shielding.
4- Avoid the use of drugs with teratogenicity potential. Use local
anesthesia when anesthesia is necessary.
5- Use at least 50% oxygen if nitrous oxide sedation is used
6- Avoid keeping the patient in supine position for long periods to
prevent vena canal compression.
7- Allow the patient to take frequent trips to the rest room.
DENTAL MEDICATION TO AVOID IN PREGNANT PATIENT.
1- Aspirin and other NSAIDs
2- Corticosteroids.
3- Tetracycline.
4- Carbamazepine
5- Anti-histamine (if chronically used)
POSTPARTUM
 Avoid drugs that are known to enter breast milk and to be
potentially harmful to infants is prudent (the child’s pediatrician
can provide guidance)
 In general, all the drugs common in oral surgical care are safe to
use in moderate dose, with the exception of corticosteroids,
aminoglycosides, and tetracycline’s, which should not be used.
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HEMATOLOGIC PROBLEMS
HEMOSTASIS:
 Normal hemostasis (bleeding cessation) depends on the
interaction of blood vessels, platelets, fibrin coagulation and
deposition, and fibrinolysis protein.
 Excess blood clotting is prevented by the endothelium, which
provides a physical barrier and secrets products that inhibits
platelet
 Inhibitors link hemostasis to the site of injury and prevent over
production of clot which could lead to pathological thrombosis
HEMOSTASIS SCREENING TESTS:
 Screening tests are done to show if there is bleeding disorder, but
further tests needed to define the disorder must follow
consultations with the hematologist to ensure that they are
appropriate.
 Tests may need to be repeated before an accurate diagnosis can
be may because levels of factors vary over time as a result of
stress, pregnancy and infections
ESSENTIAL TESTS USUALLY INCLUDE:
1- Full blood count, film. A routine blood count (full blood picture)
cannot identify a clotting defect but might show platelets
deficiency.
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2- Activated partial thromboplastic time (APTT. it measures the
intrinsic pathway and factors V, VIII, IX, X and XI. The normal
values ranges between 25+-10 seconds. It is prolonged in heparin
treatment, liver disease hemophilias, disseminated intravascular
coagulation, massive transfusion and some autoimmune
disorders.
3- Prothrombin time (PT) and international normalized ratio (INR).
The activity of extrinsic coagulation pathway (factors II, V, VII and
X) is measured by the PT, normal values ranging between 12 and
15 seconds. Normal INR values are about 1.0. An INR above 1
indicates the clotting will take longer than normal. An INR of 2-3
is the usual therapeutic range for patients on anticoagulants used
to treat deep vein thrombosis, and an INR of 3.5 is required for
patients with prosthetic heart valve. The INR is prolonged in
warfarin treatment, liver disease, vitamin K deficiency.
4- Thrombin time (TT)
BLEEDING DISORDERS
 Bleeding disorders manifest with common bleeding features,
including epistaxis and gingival bleeding and may occur after
wound and surgery these are often the first indications of
hemostatic defect.
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The more common causes of bleeding tendency include:
1- Aspirin /one tablet impairs platelet function for almost 1 week but
this rarely causes significant postoperative hemorrhage), NSAIDs
and other antiplatelet drugs
2- Warfarin (the most common anticoagulant, which interferes with
clotting factors production via vitamin K blockage)
3- Von will brand disease ( the most common inherited bleeding
disorder)
4- Acquired bleeding tendencies, such as:
a. Bone marrow disease.
b. Immune disorders
c. Liver disease
d. Renal disease.
HEMOPHILIA A
 Hemophilia A is an x-linked disorder resulting from a deficiency in
blood clotting factor VIII, a key component of a coagulation
cascade.
 Hemophilia is characterized by excessive bleeding, particularly
after trauma and sometimes spontaneously.
 Hemorrhage is dangerous either because of acute blood loss or
due to bleeding in to tissues.
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MANAGEMENT OF PATIENT WITH HEMOPHILIA A
1- Close cooperation is needed between the physician and dentist
to plan safe, comprehensive protocol
2- Anxiety-reduction protocol.
3- LA blocks , like inferior alveolar nerve blocks posterior superior
alveolar nerves block, lingual infiltration or injection in the floor
of the mouth must be avoided, as they will cause hematoma and
may compromise the airway
4- Inflammations and intraligamentary intraosseous and pupil
injections are safer
5- Conscious sedation using inhalation sedation or midazolam is
usually safe in selected cases, depending on the ASA classification,
and providing that appropriate cover is given by hematologist.
6- General anesthesia should be under the supervision of specialist.
7- In case of exodontia/ dentoalveolar surgery/ maxillofacial surgery,
there must be a careful planned in close communication with the
hematologist, weighing up the risk of repeated factor VIII cover
and managing bleeding.
8- Desmoperessin and tranexamic acid is required.
9- Patient should be instructed to take a soft diet for a week after
surgery
10- NSAIDs and aspirin should be avoided, and care must be taken
when prescribing opioids, due to the enhanced sedatives effects
following sedation or GA on the same day.
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HEMOPHILIA B (CHRISTMAS DISEASE)
 Hemophilia B is a factor IX deficiency is clinically identical to
hemophilia A and inherited in the same ways
 If the APTT is prolonged with a normal PT and factor IX levels are
low.
MANGEMENT OF PATIENT WITH HEMOPYLIA B
 Comments on dental management in hemophilia A apply to
patients with hemophilia B, apart from using factor IX and not
using desmoperessin.
VON WILLEBRAND DISEASE
 It is the common inherited bleeding disorders and is caused by
von will brand factor (VWF) deficiency.
MANAGEMENT OF PATIENT WITH VON WILLEBRAND DISEASE
1- Decompressing acetate nasal spray-this acts by boosting levels of
VWF and factor VIII and is used to treat people with some milder
forms.
2- VWF factor replacement –human plasma rich in VWF and factor
VIII is used to treat most severe forms.
3- Antifibrinolytic drugs- there are either injected or taken orally to
help slow or prevent blood clot breakdown.
4- LA should generally be used.
5- Conscious sedation can be given, but care must be taken not to
change the vein.
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MANAGEMENT OF PATIENT TAKING HEPARIN
- for uncomplicated forceps extraction of 1-3 teeth ,there is usually
no need to interfere with heparin or low molecular weight heparins
anticoagulants.
- consult physician for more medical advice.
- The effects of heparin are best assessed by the APTT.
 In an emergency, anti-coagulation can be reversed by intravenous
protamine sulfate given in a dose of 1mg per 100 IU heparin, but
a medical opinion should be sought first.
 Where heparin has been stopped, any surgery can safely be
carried out after 6-8 hours.
ASPIRIN AND ANTIPLATELET DRUGS
-

-

-

-

-

They can affect the APTT and postoperative bleeding
Aspirin irreversibly impairs platelet aggregation and is used long
term in the prevention of cardiovascular events and stroke in
patient at risk.
Aspirin may worsen bleeding tendencies if there are other
anticoagulation medications or other bleeding disorder, such
uremia.
In patients with no other cause for a bleeding tendency who are
receiving up to 100mg aspirin daily, in general, for uncomplicated
forceps extraction of 1-3 teeth, there is no need to interfere with
aspirin treatment.
In patients with no other cause for a bleeding tendency whom are
receiving doses of aspirin higher that 100mg daily, if there is
concern, the current value of the bleeding time should be
established. If it is over 20 minutes, surgery should be postponed.
In practice, aspirin rarely interferes significantly with dental
surgical procedures.
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